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Electron microscopy and spectroscopy (EMS) techniques enable (near-) sur-
face and interfacial characterization of a variety of materials, providing insights
into chemical/electrochemical and morphological information with nanoscale spa-
tial resolution. However, the experimental realization of EMS in liquid/gaseous
samples becomes problematic due to their incompatibility with high vacuum (HV)
conditions. To perform EMS under elevated pressure conditions, electron transpar-
ent membranes made of thin C, SiO2 or/and Si3N4 are implemented to isolate a
liquid/gas sample from HV environment. Nevertheless, even a few ten nanometer-
thick membrane deteriorates signal quality due to significant electron scattering.
The other challenge of EMS consists in inaccessibility to probe solid state inter-
faces, e.g. solid-state Li-ion batteries, which makes their operando characterization
problematic, limiting the analysis to ex situ and postmortem examination.
The first part of my thesis focuses on developing an experimental platform for
operando characterization of liquid interfaces through electron transparent mem-
branes made of graphene (Gr)/graphene oxide (GO). The second part is dedicated
to probing Li-ion transport at solid-state-battery surfaces and interfaces using ultra-
thin carbon anodes. I demonstrated the capability of GO to encapsulate samples
with different chemical, physical, and biological properties and characterized them
using EMS methods. I proposed and tested a new CVD-Gr transfer method using
anthracene as a sacrificial layer. Characterization of transferred Gr revealed the ad-
vantages of our route with respect to a standard polymer based approach. A novel
platform made of an array of Gr-capped liquid filled microcapsules was developed,
allowing for a wide field of view EMS. I showed the capability of conducting EMS
analysis of liquid interfaces through Gr membranes using energy-dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy, photoemission electron microscopy, and Auger electron spectroscopy.
Using operando SEM and AES, I elucidated the role of oxidizing conditions and
charging rate on Li plating morphology in all-solid-state Li-ion batteries with thin
carbon anodes. Operando EMS characterization of Li-ion transport at battery inter-
faces with carbon or Gr anodes will provide valuable insights into safe all-solid-state
Li-ion battery with enhanced performance.
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Materials science (MS) is an interdisciplinary research field, which establishes
interdependent relations between the structure, properties, performance, and pro-
cessing of materials. The “materials science tetrahedron” with all four components
in its vertices is usually used to illustrate these relationships graphically (Figure
1.1). Profound understanding of materials structure, properties, performance, and
processing is of outmost importance for engineers; therefore, a comprehensive char-
acterization is required for each component of MS tetrahedron. Electron microscopy
and spectroscopy (EMS) are among the most powerful and widely used techniques
for (near-) surface and interfacial characterization, where incoming and/or outgoing
electrons with different probing depths are used to obtain chemical and/or mor-
phological information of a sample. Table 1.1 displays the information on a typical
energy range, input and output signals for most EMS techniques. Many materials,
processes, and systems of interest, such as batteries, fuel cells, (photo-)catalysts,
bio samples, film growth, corrosion, etc., require EMS characterization either dur-
ing their operation (operando) or on site (in situ). However, the conventional EMS
necessitate high or ultra-high vacuum (HV, UHV) conditions, which restricts the
sample choice to non-volatile materials (mostly solids). The other challenge of EMS
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consists in inaccessibility to probe solid state interfaces, e.g. solid-state Li-ion bat-
teries (SSLIB), which makes their operando characterization problematic, limiting
the analysis to ex situ and postmortem examination. For example, it is vitally
important to monitor the early stages of Li oxidation at surfaces and interfaces
of SSLIB during its cycling with nanoscale resolution because such irreversible pro-
cesses eventually define the capacity loss mechanisms and the lifetime of the battery.
In sections 1.1 and 1.2, I provide historical introduction and state of research for
each problem. In section 1.3, I briefly present the current MSE problems and ob-
jectives of this thesis, which address the stated problems.
Figure 1.1: Materials science tetrahedron representing the relationships
between structure, properties, processing, and performance. The char-
acterization of materials is equally important for each component, thus
it is posited in the middle of the tetrahedron.
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Table 1.1: EMS techniques
EMS technique Excitation probe Measured signal
SEM <30 kV electrons secondary and backscat-
tered electrons
TEM 100-300 keV electrons transmitted electrons
STEM <300 kV electrons transmitted electrons
EELS 100-300 keV electrons scattered electrons
XPS 103 eV X-rays valence and core level
electrons
AES <30 kV electrons, ions or
X-rays
Auger electrons
LEEM 1-100 eV electrons elastically scattered low
energy electrons
PEEM UV light, synchrotron ra-
diation (soft and hard X-
rays)
secondary electrons, va-
lence, core level, Auger
electrons
EDS <300 kV electrons characteristic X-rays
EBSD <30 kV electrons backscattered electrons
3
1.1 In situ/operando SEM, TEM, XPS, XAS in liquid, gaseous, and
reactive samples
Two approaches have been successfully implemented to extend conventional
HV EMS to “real world” elevated pressure environment, thus allowing for in situ and
operando analysis of gaseous and liquid systems. These are instruments equipped
with: (i) differential pumping stages or (ii) electron transparent membranes. Figure
1.2 shows different scanning and transmission electron microscopy (SEM/TEM) se-
tups: (a) traditional HV, (b) differentially pumped, (c-d) membrane based SEM/TEM
or “closed cell”. [1]
1.1.1 Open cell configuration: differential pumping approach and di-
rect imaging of low-vapor liquids
The differential pumping relates to an “open cell” type (Figure 1.2 (b)) and is
based on implementing small apertures to maintain elevated pressure (up to ∼0.3
bar/220 Torr) within the region of interest and HV conditions at objective lenses.
The first open cell in TEM was reported in 1942 (Figure 1.3). [1,2] The same open cell
approach is still actively used in modern EMS, e.g. for in situ imaging of nanostruc-
tures growth under reactive gas conditions using TEM (Figure 1.4 (a)) [3] or in situ
chemical characterization of water phase transformations (Figure 1.4 (d)), [4] water
adsorption onto different substrates of interest, [5,6] chemical state variation of a cat-
alyst (Figure 1.4 (c)) [7–9] using ambient pressure X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
4
Figure 1.2: SEM and TEM architectures. (a) Traditional HV setup.
(b) Differentially pumped open cell. (c) Closed cell with electron trans-
parent membranes. (d) Atmospheric pressure SEM. BSE, SE, TE, and
HV stand for backscattered, secondary, transmitted electrons, and high
vacuum, respectively.
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(XPS) and X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) [10] (Figure 1.4 (b-d)), and cat-
alytic CO oxidation of Pt using photoemission electron microscopy (PEEM). [11]
Figure 1.3: First environmental TEM equipped with differentially pump-
ing stage. (a) Schematic of the chamber and (b) photograph of the TEM
with a gas handling system. [1, 2]
Low-vapor liquids, such as room temperature ionic ones, can be loaded di-
rectly into an HV chamber and characterized directly using EMS with only little
modifications of sample preparation. In situ probing ionic liquid films unveiled new
details of crystal nucleation and growth, particle motion, surface passivation, and
battery reactions. [12–14]
1.1.2 Membrane-based cells
In closed cell setups, the sample of interest is isolated from HV of EMS chamber
by a molecular-impermeable, electron-transparent, and mechanically robust mem-
brane capable to withstand the pressure differential between HV and the sample
environment (Figure 1.2 (c)). Whether the membrane is transparent to electrons
6
Figure 1.4: Environmental TEM, XPS, and XAS. (a) In situ TEM
images of carbon nanotube growth. [3] (b) Schematic of differentially
pumped electron spectrum analyzer (adapted from [10]). (c) Environ-
mental XPS spectrum evolution of O and Pd peaks recorded during
heating in an O2/CH4 mixture. [15] (d) Auger-electron-yield XAS of
water and ice for a few values of temperature. [10]
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depends on the ratio between a membrane’s thickness, d, and material dependent






where I0 and I are intensities of initial and attenuated electron signals, respectively.
In practice, a few ten nanometer thick membranes made of silicon, silicon nitride,
silica or amorphous carbon are used as electron transparent membranes for electrons
with kinetic energies in excess of 10 keV. Figure 1.5 (a) depicts the theoretical IMFP
dependence on electron energy in graphite, which consists of electron transparent
graphene layers used almost in all experiments of this thesis. A gray region shows
a 2 nm thick graphite membrane. According to eq. 1.1, the exponential depen-
dence of intensity allows us to conventionally assume that the graphite membrane
is transparent to electrons in regions I (d < λ) and opaque to ones in domain II
(d > λ).
Monte Carlo simulation can be used to visualize the electron scattering in
multilayered structures (Figure 1.5 (b-c)). The figures depict the electron beam
scattered in a water liquid cell without and with 200 nm Au nanoparticle on the
path of the electron beam, respectively. The cell is capped with a 30 nm thick
Si3N4 membrane. The electron scattering from the particle results in a dramatic
increase in the BSE signal. Therefore, the implementation of electron transparent
membranes capping the liquid cells makes SEM imaging of objects immersed below
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the membrane-liquid medium interface feasible.
Figure 1.5: Examples of electron transparency. (a) IMFP dependence
on an electron energy in graphite. The calculations are from the Penn
algorithm. [18] A gray region depicts a 2 nm thick carbon membrane.
Regions I and II correspond to transparency and opacity of the mem-
brane to electrons, respectively. (b) Monte Carlo simulation of 10 keV
electron beam scattering in a water liquid cell capped with a 30 nm thick
Si3N4 membrane. (c) 10 keV electron beam scattering in the same liquid
cell illustrated as in panel (b) but with a 200 nm Au nanoparticle. Red
trajectories show BSEs.
The region that can be probed below the membrane-liquid interface is defined





where RKO [nm], W [g/mol], Z, ρ [g/cm
3], and Eb [keV] stand for the electron
interaction range, the atomic weight, atomic number, mass density of the sample,
and electron beam energy, respectively. [19, 20] According to eq. 1.2, an interac-
tion volume spans from ∼50 nm to ∼2000 nm for a water sample buried beneath a
30 nm thick Si3N4 membrane when the energy of the electron beam increases from
1 keV to 10 keV (Figure 1.5 (b)). Figure 1.6 (a) shows a schematic of electron in-
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teraction volume partitioned into characteristic zones, which specify what type of
signal can characterize these regions. Auger electrons escape the sample without
inelastic scattering only from a few nanometer deep region, making Auger electron
spectroscopy (AES) a surface sensitive technique. The SE signal is useful to charac-
terize several tens of nanometers beneath the sample surface. Moving further into
the sample from the free surface, the regions of characteristic X-ray radiation, BSEs,
Bremsstrahlung, and secondary fluorescence signal follow sequentially. Thus, choos-
ing the proper technique is important to characterize a sample of interest located
at specific depths in the liquid.
It is crucial to understand how the SEM contrast depends on the electron
beam (e-beam) energy and materials properties. During imaging the sample im-
mersed into the liquid and capped with a thin membrane, the resultant signal, S,
comprises several components (Figure 1.6 (b)): secondary electrons (SEs), backscat-
tered electrons (BSEs) due to a sample (s) and a membrane (m)
S = SEm +BSEm + SEs +BSEs. (1.3)
The SEs component is a result of inelastic scattering of BSEs and usually is called
SEs type 2. The total BSE coefficient is the sum of corresponding BSE signals:
η = ηm + ηs. (1.4)
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Similarly, for the total SE yield, δ, one can specify:
δ = δm + ∆ · ηs, (1.5)
where ∆ refers to SEs scattered due to BSEs from the sample. Thus, the total
electron signal collected by the detector with corresponding efficiencies εSE and
εBSE is:
S = εBSE · η + εSE · δ. (1.6)





In case of relatively high energy of the PE beam, the scattering from a membrane





Eq. 1.8 emphasizes the importance of BSEs on contrast formation mechanism. To
conclude, the electron scattering contribution from the membrane to the ultimate
signal fades with electron energy growth, and the maximum contrast is obtained if
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the electron signals from an object and liquid media significantly differ from each
other, e.g. the BSE coefficient increases by ≈4 times, resulting in C = 0.73 (see
Figure 1.5 (b,c))
Figure 1.6: Electron beam interaction with a sample. (a) Schematic of
interaction volume divided into regions showing what type of signal char-
acterizes them. (b) Illustration of scattered electrons from membrane-
liquid-sample system: secondary electrons (SEs), backscattered electrons
(BSEs) due to a sample (s) and a membrane (m).
History of membrane-based cells for EMS
The pioneering works on implementation of ultra-thin electron transparent
membranes to seal a liquid cell and perform electron microscopy at elevated pressure
date back to 1935 [21] and 1944, [22] where aluminum and collodion films were used,
respectively. Over last three decades, the progress in microfabrication and imaging
opened new routes to liquid cell EMS. For instance, microfabricated 10–100 nm
thick carbon [23, 24], polymer, SiO2, and Si3N4 [25–31] membranes demonstrated
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high transparency to both 10–300 keV electrons and 1 × 103 to 1 × 104 eV X-rays,
which propelled research in both ambient pressure electron microscopy [23,26,32,33]
and X-ray spectroscopy. [34, 35] The capability to characterize buried interfaces
through ultra-thin SiO2 membranes using PEEM was demonstrated in Ref. [36].
The ambient pressure PEEM in transmission configuration was used to characterize
CaI2 solution droplets confined between two Si3N4 membranes. [37]
Recently, a large-scale synthesis of 2D atomically thin materials, such as
boron nitride, graphene (Gr), [38–42], graphene oxide (GO), [43–45] and their trans-
fer [46–48] methods were developed. These 2D materials establish a new scalable
and versatile platform for ultra-thin membrane based ambient pressure cells, offering
intriguing opportunities for XPS [49] and AES within 100 – 1000 eV characteristic
energies of electrons. Particularly, a single layer Gr demonstrates unique properties:
chemical inertness, unprecedented mechanical intrinsic tensile strength (130 GPa)
and a Young’s modulus (1 TPa), [50, 51] ultimate electron transparency (negligible
electron scattering) due to a small scattering cross-section, [52–55] and imperme-
ability to gases and liquids. [56–58] All these properties allowed for the realization
of liquid cells based on Gr and GO membranes for SEM, [59, 60] high-resolution
transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM), [61] synchrotron-based PEEM, [62]
photoelectron spectroscopy, [63] and XPS. [60] Other 2D materials cannot compete
with Gr/GO for EMS applications due to a rapid degradation under water and
oxygen exposure (e.g. phosphorene [64]) or brittleness (e.g. MoSe2 [65]).
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1.1.3 Applications
There is a number of applications where in situ/operando EMS can provide
invaluable insights into details of physical and chemical mechanisms in a stark con-
trast to other characterization methods. Atmospheric pressure EMS can be em-
ployed in modern biology to study the molecular machinery underlying cellular
function. [66, 67]. For example, Helicobacter pylori bacterium preserved in saline
was labeled with Au nanoparticles and probed through ultra-thin membrane using
in situ SEM (Figure 1.7 (a)). [68] Au-labeled epidermal growth factor receptors on
whole fixed fibroblast cells were analyzed with scanning transmission electron mi-
croscopy (STEM) in a microfluidic chamber (Figure 1.7 (b)). [26] Ambient pressure
EMS was helpful to study dynamics of structural changes that occur in individual
biomolecules during nutrient injection [69]. The intercellular variation of HER2 pro-
teins, which are important for breast cancer aggressiveness and progression study,
were localized using environmental SEM. [70]
In the realm of materials science, EMS enable in situ/operando analysis of nu-
cleation and growth of particles during electrochemical processes with high spatial
and temporal resolutions, unveiling reaction kinetics and mechanisms. [27,28,71–75]
For instance, Figure 1.7 (c) depicts the TEM images of potentiostatic deposition of
Cu from 0.1M CuSO4/0.18M H2SO4 onto an Au electrode. The obtained results
are helpful to understand the effects of surface and bulk diffusion on size and den-
sity of metal nuclei. [76] Operando EMS enable correlative electron imaging (Figure
1.7 (c)) coupled with electrochemical characterization (Figure 1.7 (d)). In particular,
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Figure 1.7: Ambient pressure EMS through electron transparent win-
dows. (a) Helicobacter pylori bacterium preserved in saline was in-
cubated with biotinylated gastrin on streptavidin-coated 20 nm Au
nanoparticles and probed through an ultra-thin membrane using in situ
SEM. (b) Au-labeled epidermal growth factor receptors on whole fixed
fibroblast cells were analyzed with STEM in a microfluidic chamber.
Bright features correspond to Au labels. [26] (c) A sequence of TEM
images showing evolution of Cu potentiostatic deposition from 0.1M
CuSO4/0.18M H2SO4 onto an Au electrode. Dark contrast corresponds
to Cu clusters; gray background relates to the 20 nm thick Au electrode,
80 nm thick Si3N4 window, and 1µm thick electrolyte. (d) Temporal
dependence of electrochemical current. Red lines point out moments
when the images (panel c) were obtained. All figures are adapted from
Ref. [67]
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operando probing of dendrite formation has a high relevance to safety issues during
Li-ion liquid battery operation. [77–82] Our understanding of particle and liquid mo-
tion at nanoscale can also benefit from liquid cell EMS experiments. [83–85] Finally,
EMS can help examine solidification kinetics, [86] catalysis, [87] corrosion, [88–90]
phase transformations during cooling or heating, and surface reactions. [91–93]
1.2 In situ/operando EMS in battery research
Besides liquid cell EMS, the thin membrane approach can be used to under-
stand details of chemical/electrochemical processes occurring in battery research,
e.g. solid-state Li-ion batteries. The recent progress in SSLIBs has led to novel
opportunities in miniaturization of energy storing electrochemical cells, relevant
to micro-electronics, autonomous and medical devices. [94] SSLIBs demonstrate a
high specific power and double or triple energy density of liquid electrolyte electro-
chemical cells. Moreover, SSLIBs significantly reduce safety risks associated with
a thermal runaway occurring in conventional liquid organic electrolytes. [95] De-
spite the rising interest in the energy storage community, the electro-mechanical
and electro-chemical interfacial processes are not well understood at the nanoscale
due to scarcity of experimental methods to map Li ion transport during battery cy-
cling. For example, the details of Li plating/stripping inhomogeneity in contact with
a solid electrolyte LiPON (lithium phosphorus oxynitride) [96] are still unknown.
Better understanding of Li-ion transport at SSLIB anodes-electrolyte interfaces dur-
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ing operation at the nanoscale will help reduce capacity losses upon cycling, identify
local regions with increased mechanical strains, and improve electrode capacities.
To date, optical, electron, and atomic force microscopies (AFM) were em-
ployed to study Li-ion transport in SSLIBs. Electrochemical strain microscopy
was implemented to probe Li-ion transport through LiPON into a thin Si anode
at nanoscale [97]. The work revealed the bias induced Li-ion transport predom-
inantly along the grain boundaries of a polycrystalline cathode (Figure 1.8 (a)).
Because SSLIBs contain no volatile components, operando EMS studies of electro-
chemical processes can be conducted under vacuum conditions. Real-time UHV
SEM, conductive AFM, and XPS were used to probe ternary Li-Al-O alloy anode
systems (Figure 1.8 (b)). [98, 99] The results revealed a fast capacity fade owing
to Li trapped in the alloyed Li-Al mounds. TEM was employed to probe the scal-
ing limit of a LiPON layer in a nanowire SSLIB fabricated with a radial geometry
(Figure 1.8 (c)). [100] Finally, Li electrochemical deposition at Li blocking current
collector/LiPON interfaces was investigated using SEM for several charging rates
(Figure 1.8 (d)). [101,102] Nucleation and growth of lithium nanorods were directly
observed in SEM coupled with standard electrochemical experiments.
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Figure 1.8: Operando characterization of SSLIBs. (a) Electrochemical
strain microscopy revealed the Li-ion transport predominantly along the
grain boundaries of a polycrystalline cathode. [97] (b) SEM imaging Li-
Al-O alloyed mounds on an Al current collector resulting in a capacity
fade. [99] (c) Nanowire SSLIB for an operando TEM study. [100] (d)
SEM observation of Li nanorod growth at a Cu current collector/LiPON
interface for (a) 50µA cm−2, (b) 100µA cm−2, (c) 300µA cm−2, and (d)
1 mA cm−2. [101,102]
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1.3 Objectives of this thesis
In this dissertation, I posit several goals to be addressed using operando EMS,
as divided into 4 following chapters:
• Developing in situ/operando EMS characterization applied through graphene
oxide membranes formed from an aqueous solution. Processing quasi-2D mem-
branes via spin coating or drop casting is very attractive. The details of self-
assembling membranes from colloids remain an active field of research. To
date, it is not completely understood whether GO self-assembling membranes
can be used for encapsulation of micro- and nano-scale objects with successive
EMS characterization through formed films. This part of the research focuses
on the GO membrane formation from aqueous solution and testing the impact
of GO encapsulation on compressible/incompressible, liquid/solid, bio, and
reactive samples. In addition, the capabilities of optical and EMS character-
ization of encased micro- and nano- scale objects through encapsulant films
are investigated. [103,104]
• Quantifying the cleanliness of the novel transfer method of CVD graphene
onto a substrate of interest. Clean chemically vapor deposited (CVD) Gr is
required in different fields of science and technology; however, commonly used
transfer methods of CVD Gr are usually based on polymer sacrificial layers,
e.g. poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), [105] thermal release tape, [42] etc.,
which leave residues after removal of the sacrificial layer in solvents or by
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thermal annealing. [106] Surface contaminants deteriorate mechanical, ther-
mal, electronic, optical properties, and electron transparency of resultant Gr.
This work aims to develop a clean method of carbon monolayer transfer based
on an polyaromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) sacrificial layer that could be easily
desorbed at temperatures below 150 ◦C. The proposed method will be of high
importance for heat and humidity sensitive processing used in SSLIB fabri-
cation. Comparative analysis of different Gr transfer methods is conducted
using SEM, TEM, Raman, and XPS techniques. [107]
• Developing and testing graphene liquid cells compatible with wide field of view
EMS. Common laboratory EMS equipment, such as XPS, would require mil-
limeter wide electron transparent membranes to analyze liquid interfaces.
However, point defects and grain boundaries of Gr obtained by CVD method
restrict the size of Gr windows used in closed cells to a few micrometers.
Therefore, ambient pressure XPS in closed cells can be realized only using
beamline limited X-ray synchrotron radiation microscopes that enable a sub-
micron focused X-ray beam. Finally, probing a liquid cell with a Gr membrane
using EMS is also affected by a low Gr coverage and analysis of one sample
per session. This research is dedicated to a novel design of Gr liquid cells: a
multi-channel array (MCA) consisting of many isolated cells. The developed
experimental platform could enable the correlative wide field of view EMS
imaging and analysis, such as ambient pressure PEEM or conventional XPS
(Figure 1.9). [63] The fabricated MCA platform capped with a Gr electron
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transparent membrane could facilitate the high throughput characterization
of liquid samples using SEM, AES, PEEM, and XPS. Several operando EMS
practices are also tested. [108,109]
• Understanding the effect of oxidizing conditions and charging rate on Li plat-
ing morphology during SSLIB operation. A Li anode is a promising material
for SSLIBs due to both its high theoretical capacity (3860 mAhg−1) and a low
potential (-3.04 V vs. hydrogen anode). However, the origin of inhomogeneous
electrochemical Li deposition/dissolution during SSLIB operation is not fully
understood yet at nano- and mesoscales. Moreover, oxidizing contaminants,
such as O2, N2, H2O, have been shown to affect the durability and perfor-
mance of SSLIB anodes, and the exact mechanism of irreversible interfacial
changes is unclear. The effect of oxidizing conditions and charging rate on the
nucleation and growth morphology of electrochemically plated Li should be
elucidated using operando SEM and AES. For that, thin carbon anodes de-
posited onto solid state electrolyte will be probed using EMS methods during
battery cycling. This system is the first step toward studying Li-ion transport
at anode-electrolyte interfaces through electron transparent anodes.
1.4 Organization of this thesis
This thesis is composed of 6 chapters, as briefly described below and repre-
sented in Figure 1.10: Chapter 1 provides the motivation and a review of the lit-
erature about implementing in situ/operando EMS for liquid samples and reactive
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Figure 1.9: An MCA comprising numerous liquid filled isolated mi-
crochannels. Schematic of XPS and AES analyses for the proposed
platform is also illustrated. [63]
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materials.
Chapter 2 is focused on developing an encapsulation technique based on GO
aqueous solution followed by EMS characterization of encapsulated objects through
thin GO films. The developed approach would be helpful in histological practices,
forensic studies, dip pen-like encapsulation technology and situations where reliable
adhesion and isolation of reactive, toxic/radioactive samples or precious artifacts is
required.
Chapter 3 presents a new method of CVD-grown Gr transfer based on an
anthracene sacrificial layer, which sublimes at 150 ◦C. A systematic comparison of
the most commonly used methods of Gr transfer applied under the same conditions
is performed. The proposed method opens a new horizon for integrating clean
graphene into complex devices, including the heat and humidity sensitive systems.
Chapter 4 describes the fabrication and testing of a multi-channel array for
liquid cell EMS, including both advantages and limitations of the method. Results
of operando EMS characterization of electrochemical reactions and crystal growth
from liquid phases are presented. The new liquid cell platform paves the way for
understanding details of chemical and electrochemical processes in liquid environ-
ment.
Chapter 5 is devoted to EMS characterization of Li metal plating at C-anode
during the battery operation. Here, we combine theoretical model of nucleation
and growth with experimental results of Li plating to quantify effects of oxidizing
conditions and charging rate on Li plating/stripping morphology at C anodes.
Chapter 6 summarizes the main results of this thesis and provides an outlook
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for future research directions on implementing electron transparent Gr anodes for
Li-ion transport characterization in SSLIBs.
Figure 1.10: Organization of this thesis, illustrated by the MSE tetrahe-
dron for each chapter.
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Chapter 2: EMS enabled through the encapsu-
lation of objects by graphene oxide
membranes
This chapter demonstrates a technique for facile adhesion and encapsulation
of micro- and nanoscale objects on arbitrary substrates, stencils, and micro struc-
tured surfaces by ultrathin graphene oxide membranes via a simple drop casting
of graphene oxide solution. A stable encapsulating membrane forms during the
drying process at the liquid-air and liquid-solid interfaces and consists of a water-
permeable quasi-2D network of overlapping graphene oxide flakes. Upon drying
and interlocking between the flakes, the encapsulating coating around the object
becomes mechanically robust, and chemically protective. In addition, high trans-
parent GO films to electrons and photons enable microscopic and spectroscopic
access to encapsulated objects in a wide energy range. The characteristic encapsu-
lation scenarios are demonstrated on a set of representative inorganic and organic
micro and nanoobjects and microstructured surfaces. Finally, electron and optical
microscopies/spectroscopies of objects through encapsulant films are conducted and
discussed. The text and figures are adapted from Ref. [103]
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2.1 Motivation
The problems of object isolation from reactive environment and understand-
ing the physics and chemistry of surface passivation are of great importance for
a variety of applications, such as microelectronics, [110, 111] drug delivery, [112]
forensics, [113, 113] archeology/paleontology, and space research. [114, 115] In sci-
entific practices, encapsulation of micro-objects in organic matrices is commonly
used in histology. [116] While, in general, encapsulation implies the protection of
objects from undesirable effects of ambient conditions, the opposite is also true, and
isolation can be important to protect the environment from hazardous effects of
biologically or chemically reactive, toxic or radioactive nature of the encapsulated
objects. [117,118]
In addition to physicochemical protection of objects from the ambient, the
ability to image and analyze the encapsulated matter spectroscopically is often a
requirement. The latter becomes a challenge when the sampling area is reduced to
meso- or nanoscale necessitating the application of electron, advanced optical or X-
ray microscopies. [119] In the light of the aforementioned requirements, nanometer-
thin membranes and coatings made of low atomic number (Z ) elements, such as Gr
and GO, were employed as electron transparent windows for in situ ambient pressure
electron microscopy [59, 60] and optical and X-ray spectroscopy due to their high
transparency to both photons [120,121] and electrons in a wide energy range. [53,122]
GO colloids have a peculiar combination of properties and can serve a prospective
material platform for high yield fabrication of encapsulating membranes [123–126]
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with the following advantages: (i) amphiphilic nature of individual colloid par-
ticles, [125] (ii) unimpeded water permeability of hydrated membranes, [44] and
(iii) mechanical stiffness upon drying. [123] Indeed, during mechanical tests values
of the tensile elastic modulus exceeding 30 GPa were reported for the dry mem-
branes, [123] implying that individual micro flakes are strongly interlocked inside
the membrane. As it has been emphasized in Ref. [125], chemically exfoliated flakes
have hydrophilic edges owing to facile deprotonation of terminating carboxyl groups
in solution and largely hydrophobic basal planes due to the presence of polyaro-
matic domains of pure graphene [127]. The amphiphilicity of GO is a key factor
responsible for segregation and formation of membranes at the liquid-air and liquid-
solid interfaces in diluted solutions [44, 125, 128] and liquid crystal phases at high
concentrations. [129–132] Conveniently, the amphiphilic properties may be tuned
by varying the solution pH, their size or via chemical reduction. [125] Moreover, it
was demonstrated that as formed membranes are highly permeable to water due to
capillary-driven intercalation between the overlapping micro flakes and yet imper-
meable to many other liquids, vapors, and gases including helium. [44, 133–135] In
a hydrated state a sharp cutoff in permeation of ions and molecules with hydration
radius >0.45 nm was observed. [133] Based on this peculiar selectivity of the mem-
branes, a variety of applications, such as their use as ultrathin selective filters, have
been proposed. [136–139] Finally, the colloids are well suited for low cost and high
yield aqueous processing, such as Langmuir–Blodgett, spin coating, nebulization,
flow-directed assembly, jet printing, and drop casting protocols, [125] expanding the
breadth of possible approaches for the GO-based encapsulation. [133]
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In the realm of biology, important demonstrations of GO crumpled flakes as
deoxyribonucleic acid cargo or bio-sensing platforms for molecular probing in living
cells have been also reported. [140] Besides, protein-functionalized graphene has
been successfully utilized to encapsulate live bacteria inside electron transparent
cocoons suitable for in vivo TEM. [141] The development of GO encapsulation of
sulfur particles and metal oxide nanoparticles [142] resulted in high energy density
cathode composite materials for Li-ion batteries. [143, 144] In addition, aqueous
solutions have been recently employed to encapsulate nanoparticles by aerosolizing
suspensions followed by drying of micro-droplets, [145,146] as well as used to create
more effective matrices for mass spectroscopy. [147] Finally, the effectiveness of GO
colloids for toxic or radionuclide removal from solutions was demonstrated. [118]
In this chapter, we discuss physicochemical aspects of isolation, encapsulation,
and adhesion of organic and inorganic micro-objects on planar and microstructured
surfaces using drop-cast GO membranes. We demonstrate the capabilities of this
technique on a variety of solid, liquid, and gaseous samples, such as nanowires,
nanoparticles, micro-droplets, bubbles, and microorganisms. We show that SEM,
AES, fluorescence and Raman spectroscopies can be successfully applied to image
and analyze the encapsulated objects through the formed membrane.
2.2 Fabrication of GO membranes by drop casting
The encapsulation of micro-objects via drop-casting of GO aqueous solutions
compatible with optical and HV SEM (and SAM) studies has two related aspects:
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Figure 2.1: Graphene oxide encapsulation. (a) Graphene oxide aqueous
solution is drop cast onto the object on the substrate. Graphene ox-
ide flakes with hydrophilic end-groups and hydrophobic basal sites are
homogeneously distributed in the droplet. (b) Graphene oxide flakes
segregate at interfaces with following water intercalation and evapora-
tion through the newly formed membrane. (c) Once water completely
evaporates, graphene oxide film completely encapsulates the core ob-
ject. The inset SEM image shows the cross-section of graphene oxide
film. [44] (d) Three regimes of encapsulation: complete encapsulation of
a polystyrene microparticle is manifested by the presence of a narrow
“neck” connecting the objects to the surface. (e) Wrapping of a SnO2
microparticle: only top part of the object is in direct contact with the
film. Empty “pockets” remain under the membrane along the perimeter
of the sample. (f) SEM of a trench in a glass substrate covered with
the film. (g) Drying of the membrane leads to primary and secondary
encapsulation of micro-objects: an optical micrograph of encapsulated
hydrogen bubbles.
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(i) the process of membrane formation and object encapsulation during the droplet
drying and (ii) optical and electron imaging and spectroscopy through the mem-
brane. Both aspects are discussed separately below taking into consideration the
effect of the encapsulating membrane on the samples final morphology as well as on
the imaging conditions and spectroscopic analysis.
Sample preparation:
GO solution was fabricated according to standard Hummer’s method followed
by dispersing in water via sonication to obtain homogeneous suspension. [44,45,123,
148] Different concentrations of the solution (0.02 kg/m3 – 1 kg/m3) were used to
tune the thickness of the drop-cast membranes. SiO2/Si wafers and different metal
substrates were employed as solid supports for objects of interest. To study the
effect of wetting on encapsulation dynamics, the surface was functionalized with
a hydrophobic silane. Besides planar substrates, microchannel arrays made of a
boron doped silicate glass were used. Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) microparticles
were synthesized using microfluidic setup. [149] PDMS micro-posts were created
using standard photolithography base approach to fabricate elastomeric stamps for
soft lithography. Water fleas (Daphnia) were transferred on a Si substrate with
micropipette from culture liquid. The laboratory strain of Escherichia coli (E. coli)
bacteria and grass pollen followed a similar encapsulation by drop casting procedure.
All experiments involving biological samples: Daphnia, E. coli bacteria, and grass
pollen were conducted at the SIUC campus.
The drying of colloids is an active field of research on its own, [150] which
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remains largely unexplored for ultra-high aspect ratio discotic particles. [129] The
process of encapsulation during slow evaporation of colloid droplets qualitatively
proceeds via the following steps: (i) the membrane formation, (ii) solvent evapora-
tion, and (iii) membrane drying. Once the diluted water solution is drop cast onto
a nanoscopic or microscopic object on a substrate, the sample and the part of the
substrate become submersed in homogeneous GO solution inside the droplet (Figure
2.1 (a)). At low initial mass concentrations (wGO from 0.05 g/g to 0.1 g/g), am-
phiphilic flakes slowly diffuse and segregate at all accessible liquid-gas, liquid-liquid
or liquid-solid interfaces (Figure 2.1 (b)). During water evaporation, the concentra-
tion of GO inside the droplet and at interfaces steadily increases. As it has been
shown, [129–132] at concentrations exceeding wGO = 0.5 g/g, the colloid experiences
a transition from a disordered isotropic liquid phase to an ordered phase similar to
the one observed in nematic liquid crystals. This takes place predominately at the
interfaces resulting in formation of lamella-like precursor membranes. On a molec-
ular level, these precursor membranes consist of overlapping sheets with water filled
percolating capillary network formed by polyaromatic domains. This network is
responsible for facile unidirectional water transport from the interior of the droplet
to the ambient. [44,134] As it has been shown recently, the interlocking between the
flakes is greatly enhanced when traces of multivalent metal cations are present in
the solution. [151] The thickness of the nematic membrane increases until complete
solvent evaporation, and the object becomes encapsulated. At the last stages of
the membrane drying, the interlayer water evaporates, which is manifested by sud-
den changes in the optical properties and stress development in the membrane (see
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discussion below). Some amount of intercalated water remains inside of the mem-
brane [152] and can be desorbed only upon moderate (120 ◦C to 150 ◦C) annealing.
As a result, the sample and surrounding substrate become covered with a robust
laminate-like film, which has a nearly uniform thickness (Figure 2.1 (c)). [59, 153]
This is quite opposite to the commonly observed “coffee-ring” effect in drying col-
loids [154] and can be explained by a significant interaction between the 2D flakes
and their hampered diffusion during the nematic phase of a drying droplet. Ap-
parently, the final thickness of the formed membrane, h, depends on the initial
concentration CGO (in kg/m





Here VL and ρGO stand for initial volume of the GO droplet and final density of the
dried membrane, respectively.
Depending on the initial object and substrate topography, one can distinguish
between three different encasing types: (i) when the solid sample has a small contact
area with the substrate, the film encapsulates the item conformly (Figure 2.1 (d)),
and a complete “isolation” takes place. The complete isolation routinely occurs
around solid grain-line objects or ones resting on hydrophobic surfaces where the
interaction between the layer and the object dominates over the GO adhesion to
the substrate. In the latter case, the drying membrane can slide over the substrate.
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Alternatively, when the solution wets the sample, the drying edge of the form-
ing membrane becomes pinned to the substrate (Figure 2.1 (e)). This pinning front
propagates from the periphery of the droplet toward the object upon drying, and the
object becomes covered with the membrane having a characteristic suspended film
around it. The formation of the suspended film implies that a partial interlocking
between the individual flakes in the membrane takes place even before complete dry-
ing. Finally, when a solid object, gas bubble or water-immiscible liquid is confined
inside a meso- (micro) pore or trench, the drying of the solution leads to the forma-
tion of a membrane, which covers the pore or trench (Figure 2.1 (f)). The stability of
the suspended membrane depends on the interplay between the capillary forces, the
pressure differential (see below) and the mechanical stiffness of the membrane over
the cavity. Figure 2.1 (f) shows a trench partially covered with the membrane. The
above scenario describes the membrane formation at the water-air interface and
defines the so-called primary encapsulation. However, when the droplet contains
multiple micro-objects with inner liquid-solid, liquid-liquid or liquid-gas interfaces,
a secondary encapsulation may take place at those interfaces [125] (Figure 2.1 (g)).
To substantiate this point, optically transparent objects can be used. For that,
three hydrogen bubbles were produced in GO water solution by electrolysis (Figure
2.2). GO aqueous drop was placed on top of two Pt electrodes (Figure 2.2 (a,b)),
and a DC electrolysis was initiated (Figure 2.2 (c)). Figure 2.1 (g) illustrates that
both primary and secondary encapsulating membranes were formed at the air-GO
solution and hydrogen bubble-solution interfaces, respectively.
Several effects that occur during the encapsulation process can strongly influ-
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Figure 2.2: Hydrogen bubble synthesis in graphene oxide aqueous solu-
tion by electrolysis. (a) Two Pt electrodes deposited onto a glass slide.
(b) Graphene oxide aqueous solution is drop cast onto electrodes. (c) 5
volts of DC are applied between Pt electrodes resulting in H2/O2 bubble
growth at electrodes. (d) Photograph showing the entire setup.
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ence the final morphology of the encased objects. The main one is the buildup of
the pressure differential between the ambient and encapsulated volume upon water
evaporation. This pressure differential leads to contraction of the film around the
object, complete wrapping around it and its deformation. There are two major ori-
gins of this effect. Firstly, a newly formed membrane is highly permeable to water
molecules, and the solvent easily evaporates from the membrane covered droplet.
On the other hand, the opposite diffusion of atmospheric gases is impeded. Thus,
the residual gas pressure inside the shrinking encapsulated volume becomes reduced
to saturated water vapor pressure (≈ 3.2 × 103 Pa at room temperature) while the
outside pressure is about 105 Pa. In fact, the unidirectional flux of water content
acts as a vacuum pump on the encapsulated volume similar to a “vacuum storage
Figure 2.3: Schematic of the experiment to estimate the pressure induced
by graphene oxide membrane on a liquid incompressible object. The








, where γGO, γHg
stand for the effective surface tensions of graphene oxide and Hg corre-
spondingly; R1 and R2 are radii of drop curvatures from wide and nar-
row sides of the conical aperture, respectively. Measuring R1 =268µm,
R2 = 100µm and taking γHg =0.487 N/m, we obtain γGO =0.816 N/m
and pressure differential across the membrane ∆p = γGO
R1
≈ 4 × 103 Pa.
Therefore, the tensile stress applied to the 138 nm thick membrane is
equal to 5.9 MPa.
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Figure 2.4: Interaction of a PDMS micro-post array with a membrane.
(a-b) Side and (c-d) top views of graphene oxide encapsulated (pseudo-
colored) and pristine PDMS posts, respectively (SEM micrographs).
Shadowed regions in panel (c) show different orientation of encapsulated
micro-posts.
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bag” principle. Secondly, during the latest stages of encapsulation, a significant
portion of water intercalated between GO stacks evaporates, leading to membrane’s
appreciable shrinkage and an increase of its elastic modulus.
The measurements of the membrane induced pressure differential showed that
it does not exceed 105 Pa in most of the encapsulating cases reported here (Figure
2.3). To visualize the forces acting on a sample and a substrate during drying of
the solution, we monitored the encapsulation of an array of easily bendable PDMS
micro-posts (Figure 2.4). The elastic properties of an individual PDMS post are
well studied and allow one to detect bending and compressive forces as small as
≈ 1 nN. [155, 156] The typical strain maps (Figure 2.4) indicate the traction forces
acting on samples located close to the edge of a drying drop due to initial pinning
of the edge and shrinking of the membrane upon drying. Further away from the
edge, the drying pattern becomes more symmetric, and compressive forces affect the
interior objects. The strain map, however, is not homogeneous on the millimeter
scale but consists of a net of domains with different traction directions.
2.3 Physical properties of graphene oxide membranes
The integrity of the encapsulating membrane as well as the resultant shape
of the object strongly depend on the sample size, its mechanical properties, and
GO adhesion to the substrate. Below, we provide several examples of encapsulation
showing the applicability of this technique to a variety of objects of different nature.
We first tested nanoparticle opals [157] as a model of a solid undeformable
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object for the encapsulation. [104] A diluted solution of polystyrene nanoparticles
(1 µm in diameter) was drop cast and dried on a cover glass pre-coated with Au
film (Figure 2.5 (a)). A typical formation of the opal structure with a characteristic
“coffee-ring” effect was observed. [154] After formation of a microparticle array, the
GO-solution was drop cast on top. On drying, a typical wrapping topography of
the membrane along with characteristic wrinkles and a peripheral suspended film
around the solid object is observed (Figure 2.5 (a)). The suspended film is pinned to
the object and the substrate and experiences about 105 Pa pressure differential. The
tension applied to the object under the membrane is limited by the membrane’s ten-
sile strength that can reach 120 MPa [123] until it disrupts. As a result, a significant
compression of the object under membrane can occur, promoting the close packing
ordering of the microparticle array at the Au surface. A completely different en-
capsulation scenario was observed when nanoparticles and GO colloids were mixed
together. The presence of immobile flakes in the nematic phase of the solution dras-
tically impedes the mobility of the colloid microparticles inside the drying droplet.
The result showed a strong suppression of the long range close pack ordering.
GO encapsulation of immiscible liquids on a solid substrate represents another
interesting class of practically important deformable objects [104] demonstrating
very different results as compared to encapsulated solid objects. As a model system,
we used mercury that has poor wettability to most interfaces due to its high surface
tension, leading to the well-known challenges in collecting toxic Hg spills. The con-
tact angle between mercury and naturally oxidized aluminum is about 140 ◦, [158]
resulting in an almost perfect spherical shape of a Hg drop on the substrate (Fig-
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ure 2.5 (b)). However, when the mercury drop is encapsulated, its shape becomes
distorted with a significant reduction in the contact angle (≈ 72 ◦ in our case; Fig-
ure 2.5 (c)). The mechanism behind this “wetting” behavior is depicted in Figure
2.5 (e). As described in section 2.2, water surrounding the Hg droplet gradually
evaporates through a permeable membrane. Thus, a membrane adheres to the sub-
strate from edges toward the center until the film reaches the uppermost point of the
Hg droplet (the central panel in Figure 2.5 (e)). At this moment, the liquid mercury
starts deforming due to tension forces induced by the drying membrane and atmo-
spheric pressure differential. Since the mercury drop is easily deformable, the ini-
tially spherical Hg droplet accepts a “pseudo-wetting” shape. Therefore, in contrast
to the encapsulated solid items, deformable objects can mediate the pressure differ-
ential via changing their shapes during drying and without forming empty pockets.
Note that this explanation implies strong membrane-substrate adhesion along the
contact line of the membrane with naturally oxidized aluminum substrate. Thus,
the compression and shape of the encapsulated object can be controlled via tuning
the membrane-substrate interaction. To validate this hypothesis, we reduced adhe-
sion between the membrane and substrate by functionalizing the substrate with a
hydrophobic coating. The resulting shape of a Hg droplet became significantly less
affected by the membrane in this case (Figure 2.5 (d)) since the membrane is not
pinned to the support anymore but slides over the hydrophobic surface. It results
in conservation of nearly-spherical Hg droplet shape with a simultaneous increase in
the number of wrinkles and thickness of the film that is in a good accordance with
equation 2.1.
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Figure 2.5: Graphene oxide encapsulation of polystyrene microparticles
and mercury microdroplets as models of solid and liquid samples, respec-
tively. (a) An array of encapsulated ordered polystyrene microparticles.
SEM images of (b) uncovered and (c) an encapsulated mercury micro-
droplet on an aluminum substrate acquired at Eb=1 keV and 15 keV,
respectively. (d) A Hg drop encapsulated on a chemically functionalized
substrate at Eb=15 keV. Regions encircled with white dashed contours
correspond to collected spectra in Figure 2.9 a. (e) GO-mercury inter-
action during encapsulation (from left to right): the film reaches and
touches the top of Hg drop; Hg drop deforms due to the tension forces
exerted on the film by atmospheric pressure; the film completely encap-
sulates the drop once water entirely evaporates.
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Encapsulation of the biological objects is particularly important for histological
and forensic applications. Graphene coating was previously used for non-destructive
electron microscopy imaging and analysis of biological samples. [159–162] Here, we
apply GO encapsulation to exemplary biological objects and microorganisms, such as
pollen grains, Daphnia, and laboratory strains of E. coli bacteria (Figure 2.6). The
encapsulated grass pollen (Figure 2.6 (a)) has a characteristic collapsed morphology,
which is commonly observed during cellular dehydration. GO encapsulation also
enables reliable adhesion of the bio-samples to the substrate. According to our
classification above (see Figure 2.1 (d-f)), the observed encapsulation corresponds
to a complete isolation since GO folds and wrinkles are distinctly seen at the very
base of the pollen grain. Significantly larger hydrated organisms such as Daphnia
experienced even higher degree of compression during the encapsulation. This is due
to combined effect of dehydration and tension forces appearing in a drying membrane
(Figure 2.6 (b)). The morphological instabilities induced by the encapsulation can be
considered as a drawback compared to standard CO2 critical point drying technique.
However, the advantage of the current method stems from the selective permeability
of the membrane to water molecules. Therefore, the entire chemical content of the
micro-object (except water) is preserved, which can be a decisive factor for forensic
practices.
Other application where an encapsulation can be essential is the isolation of
pathogenic bacteria. This can be realized simply by spraying or spilling GO solution
over the hazardous areas. To demonstrate the feasibility of this method, we have
made side by side comparison of the areas containing untreated and encapsulated
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Figure 2.6: Encapsulated bio objects. (a) A pollen grain. The SEM
image collected at 1 keV. (b) Daphnia (water flea) optical image. (c) The
magnified SEM image (1 keV) of graphene oxide encapsulated antennae.
(d) Comparative SEM (10 keV) imaging of vacuum dried (left panel) and
encapsulated (right panel) E. coli bacteria. The central panel represents
the border between these two regions.
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E. coli bacteria. The border region between the untreated and encapsulated bacteria
was imaged with SEM (Figure 2.6 (d)). A direct comparison of the pristine (Figure
2.6 (d) left panel) and encapsulated (Figure 2.6 (d) right panel) bacteria shows that
the pristine samples do not preserve their shape and become flattened releasing
their intracellular materials upon vacuum dehydration. On the other hand, the
structure of the encapsulated bacteria is largely preserved by the membrane under
the same conditions. In addition, it has been shown that the GO encapsulant not
only immobilizes E. coli bacteria at the surface but also exhibits strong antibacterial
activity. [147]
The last two encapsulation examples underline the role of the sample shape and
size on the encapsulation scenario and membrane induced compression. Symmetric
micro-objects such as bacteria tend to be conformly coated with GO and, therefore,
experience minor pressure differential mostly induced by membrane shrinkage upon
drying. On the contrary, encapsulation of sub-millimeter samples with multiple
protruding features (such as Daphnia) proceeds with creation of the numerous empty
pockets under the membrane. The membrane experiences an additional tensile stress
over these pockets which, in turn, leads to elevated compression.
2.4 Analysis of encapsulated objects: SEM, EDS, Auger, Raman and
fluorescence
There is a great interest in the development of encapsulation techniques, com-
patible with high-resolution microscopy and spectroscopy, which would not require
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traditional procedures such as fixation, staining, freezing or critical point drying.
Unlike the common embedding media used in histology, the ultrathin GO film of-
fers a unique possibility for imaging and probing the encased objects directly using
the standard SEM (or TEM) without time-consuming microtoming, sectioning, and
other histological procedures. The key advantage is that the membrane thickness
can be tuned such that it becomes largely transparent to electrons in a wide range
of electron beam energies. In this section, we discuss the influence of the membranes
on SEM signal attenuation as well as spatial resolution and comment on the optimal
imaging conditions using several examples. Electron beam generates low energy SEs
and higher energy BSEs upon inelastic and elastic collisions with GO coated sample.
To evaluate the influence of the coating on SEM imaging, we conducted com-
parative Monte Carlo trajectory simulations [163] for 10 keV electron beam probing:
(i) high atomic number (Z ) metal (Hg, 201 u), (ii) liquid droplet (CH3OH, 32 u),
and (iii) gas bubbles (105 Pa Ar, 40 u) with and without a 50 nm thick GO coverage
(Figure 2.7 (a)). The interaction volumes at 10 keV electron beam energy for the
materials covered with a membrane and without coverage are depicted at the left
and right halves of each panel, respectively. The parametric Kanaya-Okayama ex-
pression 1.2 for electron beam range [164] predicts RKO =0.38µm and RKO =9µm
for Hg and methanol droplets, respectively. As can be seen, a 50 nm thick membrane
does not profoundly affect the interaction volume in mercury and methanol and it is
primarily due to low scattering of electrons in GO and much higher Z number of the
host materials. The contribution of the membrane to electron scattering becomes,
however, dominating in the case of gaseous samples (Figure 2.7 (a), right panel) due
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Figure 2.7: (a) Monte Carlo simulations of electron scattering in liq-
uid Hg drop of 13.5 g/cm3 density (left), liquid methanol of 0.79 g/cm3
density (center), and argon bubble of 1.7×10−3 g/cm3 density without
the membrane (right-half of each panel) and encapsulated with a 50 nm
thick graphene oxide film (left side of each panel). (b) BSE coefficient
vs. electron beam energy calculated for a Hg drop encapsulated with a
10 nm, 50 nm, and 100 nm thick film. (c) Calculated divergence (in nm)
of the electron beam scattered by 10 nm, 50 nm, and 100 nm thick film
as a function of primary electron energy.
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to a three orders of magnitude reduction in the density compared to solid or liquid
encapsulated sample.
Figure 2.7 (b) depicts the variation of the BSE coefficient (the number of
elastically scattered BSEs electrons per a PE) of a GO covered Hg droplet as a
function of electron beam energy for three different thicknesses of the membrane.
The BSE coefficient is relatively small for the 50 nm and 100 nm thick coatings, and
the interaction volume is mostly confined within the shell when the PE energy Eb
is low. Under these conditions, the image mainly contains surface topographical
information. With Eb increase, the interaction volume increases with a dominant
contribution to BSE coefficient from the core material. Contrarily, relatively thin
film, e.g. 10 nm, is highly transparent to PE beam at 5 keV electron energy; thus,
BSE is dominated by the high-Z Hg encapsulated interior. In summary, for electron
beam energies of 10 keV and above, the BSE coefficient is nearly independent of
the membrane thickness if it is less than 100 nm. At lower electron energies, the
attenuation of the BSE signal by the membrane becomes noticeable and strongly
depends on the film thickness. The latter may be used to image the completeness of
the coverage of high-Z materials. Figure 2.7 (c) shows the calculated divergence of
10 nm wide PE beam propagating in a gaseous medium after passing the membranes
of three different thicknesses. The cross-sectional region containing 68% of TEs was
used as an effective beam diameter. [33] Apparently, the divergence of the beam
grows with increase of the film thickness and reduction of PE energy, affecting the
ultimate resolution achievable on the encapsulated objects.
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Imaging:
An optical microscope and field emission SEM were employed to observe the
encapsulation process and final products. The electron beam energy and type of an
electron detector were varied to gain the desired contrast of encapsulated objects.
Electron trajectory simulations were calculated by means of Monte Carlo simula-
tion package. [163] To perform STEM, specimens were placed onto a 50 nm thick
polyimide TEM grid. The latter was mounted on a carbon STEM holder with Au
covered plate facing E-T detector. Electrons transmitted through the sample pro-
duced the image formed by a SE signal scattered from the gold surface. Therefore,
the image could be created concurrently by either conventional SE1 scattered from
the specimen and collected by through-the-lens (TTL) detector or by transmitted
signal resulting in SE2 and analyzed by E-T detector.
To experimentally validate the simulated results, we imaged the coated SnO2
whiskers and hydrogen bubbles at different SEM settings. Figure 2.8 (a) and (b)
show two images of the same area recorded using surface sensitive and bulk sensitive
imaging conditions, respectively. Under these conditions, low-energy e-beam and a
SE sensitive TTL detector reveal mostly the surface topography of the film covering
the SnO2 sample (Figure 2.8 (a)) while the high-energy e-beam in conjunction with
the BSE detector probes the interior of the encased object through the membrane
(Figure 2.8 (b)). High electron transparency of the GO coating to the outgoing
BSEs enables detection of even small diameter SnO2 nanowires (Figure 2.8 (b))
that were completely invisible beneath the membrane (Figure 2.8 (a)) when lower
electron energies were used.
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Gaseous samples provide an ideal platform to quantify the attenuation and
scattering of the electron beam during SEM imaging of the encapsulated objects. For
that, a microchannel plate (MCP) was used as a substrate with sharp topographical
features and high SE yield surface suitable for resolution tests. A GO solution was
drop cast onto MCP microporous surface followed by oxygen or hydrogen bubbles
generation beneath the membrane. In agreement with prior Monte Carlo simula-
tions, Figure 2.8 (c-f) demonstrates a gradual decrease of electron scattering by the
thin encapsulating membrane resulting in an increase of electron transparency of the
membrane and lateral resolution of the underlying substrate with electron energy.
Besides SEM imaging, GO electron transparent films open exciting avenues for
spectroscopic analysis of encapsulated samples. Figure 2.9 (a) shows EDS spectra
taken at different locations: (1) on a Hg drop covered with the membrane, (2) Al
substrate covered with the same film, and (3) pristine Al substrate (see Figure 2.5
for details). Despite a thick membrane, these spectra demonstrated the feasibility
of EDS elemental analysis of encapsulated objects.
AES spectroscopy:
For AES, the samples were admitted to an UHV analytical chamber using
standard load-lock system. No additional cleaning or baking procedures were un-
dertaken. Auger electrons were excited by a 3 keV PE beam and collected at takeoff
angle close to normal to the sample surface. Hemispherical electron energy analyzer
was set to 100 eV pass energy.
In a different experiment, differential AES were acquired comparatively from
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two adjacent GO-covered (blue curve) and uncovered (red curve) areas of a SnO2
whisker (Figure 2.9 (b)). As expected, the carbon CKV V Auger peak dominates the
spectrum from the covered area, however, a strongly attenuated tin SnMNN signal
can still be recorded. This result is somewhat surprising since the average thickness
of the membrane is expected to be more than 10 nm based on the concentration of
the solution and the droplet size.







where d is the thickness of the GO layer, λMNN is SnMNN electron attenuation length
in GO layer, and φ is the take-off angle (25 ◦), allows estimating the thickness of the
membrane via given peak-to-peak intensity ratio of the Auger SnMNN signal from
pristine and covered areas. The recorded ratio corresponds to the thickness of just
one or two monolayers. The observed discrepancy requires further investigation and
is presumably a result of electron beam induced chemical reduction of the membrane
under intense irradiation. [166] Despite the possible GO electron beam induced
local decomposition, the spectra demonstrate the possibility to obtain fine chemical
information for analytical purposes from an encapsulated object using standard
electron spectroscopy.
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Figure 2.8: Electron transparency of graphene oxide membrane and e-
beam divergence. (a) SEM image of encapsulated SnO2 whiskers ob-
tained using secondary electron sensitive TTL detector and low energy
electron beam Eb =1 keV. (b) The same object imaged using BSE detec-
tor and Eb =20 keV. (c-f) The evolution of membrane transparency with
electron beam energy via imaging of the same encapsulated H2 bubble
at Eb=1 keV, 5 keV, 10 keV, and 20 keV.
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Figure 2.9: Electron spectroscopy through a thin graphene oxide mem-
brane. (a) EDS spectra marked as 1, 2, and 3 are collected from graphene
oxide encapsulated Hg microdroplet (Eb=15 keV), Al substrate covered
with graphene oxide film, and Al substrate shown in Figure 2.5 (d),
respectively. Al, C, and O peaks originate from Al substrate. (b) Dif-
ferential AES (Eb=3 keV) collected from pristine SnO2 (red curve) and
covered areas (blue curve).
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2.5 Optical transparency and Raman spectroscopy
Optical microscopy and spectroscopy are major tools for materials science,
forensics, and biomedical research. Transparency of thin-film GO membranes not
only to electrons but also to optical photons enables facile fluorescence and Raman
analysis of the encapsulated materials. To demonstrate this, we used fluorescent
polystyrene microparticles, which are common in drug discovery, phagocytosis, and
microfluidic studies and serve as good model objects for encapsulation tests.
Raman spectroscopy:
The Raman spectra were collected using a Raman microscope with a 532 nm
excitation laser. Laser power was set to 2 mW. We used 25µm slit aperture and
50× objective. The estimated spot size was 2.1µm.
Figure 2.10 (a) and (b) show images of the same area containing fluorescent
microparticle deposit recorded using an optical microscope operating either in the
bright field or fluorescence imaging modes. A white dashed line in Figure 2.10 (b)
demarks the border between the encapsulated and pristine arrays of particles. In
contrast to prior observations [167] where GO was used to quench surface fluores-
cence, only a minor attenuation of the fluorescence signal from microparticles was
observed in our experiments. This is due to the high optical transparency of the
membrane for the 480 nm to 550 nm emission band [168] and the bulk doping of
polystyrene microparticles with a dye.
An example of Raman spectroscopy through a membrane is shown in Figure
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Figure 2.10: (a) The bright field and (b) fluorescence microscopy im-
ages of an array of fluorescent 4µm in diameter polystyrene micropar-
ticles partly encapsulated with GO. The white dashed line demarcates
the border between the pristine and covered microparticles. (c) Raman
spectra of a covered naphthalene grain (red) and pristine graphene oxide
film (blue). The Raman signal from naphthalene was collected through
an optically transparent film. The red cross in the inset image shows the
location where the data were collected.
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2.10 (c). Here, a grain of crystalline naphthalene was encapsulated with GO to
preserve this highly volatile material. The stability and comparative analysis of
the sublimation rates for pristine and encapsulated naphthalene is an interesting
problem of its own, which remains beyond the scope of this thesis. The recorded
spectrum is a superposition of sharp peaks corresponding to the Raman signatures of
naphthalene (red curve) and broad characteristic GO peaks (blue curve). Due to the
small thickness, the contribution of the membrane to the cumulative Raman signal
is insignificant compared to naphthalene. This experiment exemplifies the feasibility
of high-quality Raman analysis through the encapsulating membrane. The latter
opens exciting opportunities for analytic forensic applications where preservation of
probed materials is required.
Other applications of GO encapsulation
GO encapsulation can find an application as a new method in histology. As an
example, the conventional sample preparation for TEM and STEM imaging relies on
van der Waals adhesion of the sample to electron transparent supporting membranes
or special TEM grids. Alternatively, the samples are often glued or embedded into a
polymerized resin block followed by microtoming. [116] However, due to either poor
adhesion or incompatibility with glues, resins, toxicity, etc., a large class of samples
cannot be easily prepared using aforementioned recipes. Our approach provides a
complementing way to snugly attach an arbitrary micro sample to membranes and
stencils with a precise control of the film thickness. Figure 2.11 shows an STEM
image of E. coli bacteria on a 50 nm thick polyimide TEM grid encapsulated by GO
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(Figure 2.11 (c)) and uncovered (Figure 2.11 (a)). The Figure 2.11 (b) comprises
both encapsulated and non-encapsulated regions. [104] Figure 2.11 (d) exemplifies
our approach to fix and image a grass pollen in STEM mode. The symmetrical
radial wrinkles visible in a transmission mode prove a complete encapsulation of the
pollen on a very thin TEM membrane.
Another potentially important application of this encapsulation technique is
X-ray micro-tomography. Usually, to obtain a 3D reconstruction of an object, a
set of 2D images of the sample pivoted within a wide range of angles ± 70 ◦ is
recorded. [169,170] This technique requires mounting the sample on a pivoting axis
with an open access for the X-rays in the aforementioned angle range. Currently, the
latter raises design challenges in sample mounting. Our approach helps resolve many
of impediments via attaching a micro sample to the needle-like holder and encap-
sulating an object of interest by GO (Figure 2.11 (e)). Here, an X-ray transparent
GO film serves as both supporting media for the micro sample and the isolation
membrane from the ambient environment.
2.6 Summary
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that a wide class of solid, liquid, gaseous
micro- and mesoscopic objects can be reliably adhered to a variety of substrates
and encapsulated with an electron (and optically) transparent membranes using a
simple drop casting method. The thickness of the membrane can be tuned by the
concentration of the solutions and the size of the droplet. Different regimes of en-
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Figure 2.11: E. coli bacteria and a pollen grain encapsulated by graphene
oxide on a TEM membrane and sample preparation for X-ray microto-
mography and 3D imaging. Comparative STEM (10 keV) imaging of
vacuum dried (a) and left part of (b) and encapsulated (c) and the right
part of (b) E. coli bacteria. (d) A pollen grain imaged in STEM mode
at Eb=20 keV. (e) Liquid Ga neck formed between the needle and a solid
surface and wrapped with the membrane. Part of the membrane was
torn away (right side) exposing the surface of pristine Ga. The dashed
line represents the axis of rotation.
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capsulation such as covering, wrapping, and complete isolation of objects can be
realized depending on the hydrophobicity and/or topography of a substrate surface.
The shape and morphology of encapsulated objects may change upon encapsula-
tion due to pressure differential buildup and membrane shrinkage. This effect is
particularly noticeable in the case of soft, deformable, and biological samples.
Due to the low atomic number of carbon and small thickness of the film, it
is largely transparent to photons and even to a few keV electrons enabling routine
fluorescence, Raman, X-ray, SEM, STEM imaging, and EDS/AES chemical anal-
yses of encapsulated micro-objects through a membrane. Though few monolayer
thin membranes can be fabricated, a 50 nm to 200 nm range of the film thickness
defines a practical compromise between its mechanical strength and electron trans-
parency in the 5 keV to 30 keV electron energy range. Tight adhesion between the
membrane and the sample minimizes electron attenuation and broadening effects in
the membrane.
Finally, along with the benefits in performing routine optical, X-ray, and
SEM/STEM imaging and analysis, the elemental composition of membranes is fa-
vorable for other analytical methods such as flame photometry, mass-spectroscopy
methods i.e. matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI). This is because
destruction of the membrane during analysis leads to simple and easily identifi-
able molecules such as CO and CO2. We envision that scalable, inexpensive, and
high-yield GO encapsulation will open new routes in histological practices, foren-
sic studies, dip pen-like encapsulation technology and other fields where reliable
adhesion and isolation of reactive, toxic/radioactive samples or precious artifacts
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is required. Furthermore, the technique can be easily integrated with the modern
microelectronic and microfluidic methods and applications.
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Chapter 3: Anthracene as a sacrificial layer for
clean transfer of CVD-grown graphene
The application of suspended graphene as electron transparent supporting
media in electron microscopy, vacuum electronics, and micromechanical devices re-
quires the least destructive and maximally clean transfer from their original growth
substrate to the substrate of interest. In this chapter, we use thermally evaporated
anthracene films as the sacrificial layer for graphene transfer onto an arbitrary sub-
strate. We show that clean suspended graphene can be achieved via desorbing the
anthracene layer at temperatures in the 100 ◦C to 150 ◦C range, followed by two
sequential annealing steps for the final cleaning, using Pt catalyst and activated car-
bon. The cleanliness of the suspended graphene membranes was analyzed employing
the high surface sensitivity of low energy scanning electron microscopy and X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy. A quantitative comparison with two other commonly
used transfer methods revealed the superiority of the anthracene approach to ob-
tain larger area of clean, suspended CVD graphene. Our graphene transfer method
based on anthracene paves the way for integrating cleaner graphene in various types
of complex devices, including the ones that are heat and humidity sensitive. This
chapter is adapted from Ref. [107]
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3.1 Motivation
Ultra-thin and clean suspended graphene (Gr) membranes have been applied
in a variety of micromechanical devices, [171] sensors, [172] and vacuum electron-
ics; [173] as supporting media for HRTEM, [61] and as electron transparent windows
in ambient pressure photoelectron spectroscopy and microscopy. [49] The mechan-
ical exfoliation of the graphite flakes remains the cleanest method to prepare such
devices but it is low yield. Alternatively, ultrathin membranes assembled of inter-
locked chemically exfoliated Gr (graphene oxide) flakes or platelets are simple to
fabricate. [59] However, they possess a large number of defects and reactive func-
tional groups. The latter, being advantageous for the development of new composite
materials [174] via Gr functionalization, can lead to undesirable alteration of the
physical and chemical properties of the membrane devices. Conversely, the growth
of Gr via CVD on copper or nickel substrates is a well-developed, scalable, and a
high-yield method of Gr production with large single crystal domain size. [38] In
order to transfer Gr from copper or nickel foils onto a substrate of interest, multiple
approaches have been implemented, which can be roughly classified into two groups:
“wet” and “dry” methods, depending on whether any liquid is involved during the
final stage of the Gr layer transfer. For suspended Gr devices, wet transfer methods
via a sacrificial layer [105,175,176] or direct transfer approaches using capillary ac-
tion of solvent droplets [48] (e.g. isopropyl alcohol (IPA)) as an adhesion promoter
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are commonly used. The former method usually relies on a PMMA layer spin-coated
over the Gr-metal substrate, followed by etching of the metal and transferring the
PMMA/Gr onto a substrate of interest. After the transfer, the PMMA layer is
dissolved appropriately, or removed by annealing in vacuum [177] or under reducing
conditions. [178] Recently, alternative polymer scaffolds, which do not require an
additional annealing after the polymers are dissolved, [179] have been used instead
of PMMA. However, some of the commonly used copper etchants, such as ammo-
nium persulfate solution (APS), can promote a crosslinking in polymers, resulting
in a high concentration of residues on the Gr layer. [106] Alternatively, the direct
transfer method is based on an adhesion between a Gr/substrate stack and a flexible
perforated carbon membrane induced by capillary forces of a drying solvent such
as IPA. [46] In this case, the growth substrate is etched away, and, after rinsing
in water and drying, a suspended, high-quality membrane is obtained. Other wet
methods of Gr transfer include the soak-and-peel, [180] bubbling transfer, [181] and
electrochemical delamination (see Refs. [182–184] for a detailed description of each
approach). Dry transfer of Gr is necessary when the substrate of interest is reactive
or sensitive to moisture. Solvent-free methods to transfer CVD-grown Gr employ
PDMS stamps, [41] thermal release tape, [42] thermal decomposition of PMMA in
forming gas, [105] etc.
The application of Gr in electron or scanning probe microscopies, microelec-
tromechanical systems (MEMS)/electronic devices, and many other fields requires
the ultimate surface cleanliness of the suspended membrane. However, all the trans-
fer methods unavoidably contaminate the Gr surface, requiring a sequential step of
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rigorous cleaning. The direct comparison of the reported cleaning methods is chal-
lenging to conduct due to the variety of fabrication and characterization techniques
used. Therefore, a systematic comparison of the most commonly used methods ap-
plied under the same conditions is essential to determine the most effective one. In
this chapter, we demonstrate a novel clean method for the transfer of CVD-grown
Gr utilizing an anthracene film as a sacrificial layer. Different from higher molecular
mass PAHs that strongly interact with Gr, an anthracene film can easily sublime at
moderate temperature (< 150 ◦C), [185] thus preventing structural changes of the
Gr and a sensitive substrate of interest. We perform a comparative cleanliness anal-
ysis of our approach with two widely used transfer methods: (i) direct transfer by
IPA [48] and (ii) PMMA-based transfer. [105] The samples transferred via all three
aforementioned protocols were subjected to the same two step cleaning procedure
after the transfer: annealing in the presence of platinum catalyst [186] followed by
annealing in activated carbon. [187] The cleanliness of the resultant membranes was
examined with techniques highly sensitive to the surface contamination and defects:
low-voltage (1 keV) scanning electron microscopy (LVSEM), XPS, and TEM. We
show that Gr transferred using anthracene is consistently cleaner and less defective
than samples prepared by other methods.
3.2 Graphene transfer using anthracene
Gr was grown from a methane gas precursor on a copper substrate using
the standard CVD method, which is described in details elsewhere. [38, 40, 188]
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Briefly, 125µm thick copper foils electropolished in phosphoric acid were loaded
into atmospheric pressure CVD reactor and annealed at 1065 ◦C under the flow of
2.5% H2 in Ar for 30 min. Gr growth was performed by addition of methane with
a gradual increase of concentration from 10 to 20 and then to 40 ppm for 30 min
increments. After cooling down to room temperature, a monolayer of Gr with less
than 5% fraction of the hexagon-shaped bilayer was formed on both sides of the
copper foil.
The anthracene film was deposited onto a Gr/copper stack by thermal evap-
oration in an evacuated glass test tube (Figure 3.1 (a,b)). The copper foil with
CVD-grown Gr was tightly attached to the copper supporting tube. The copper
tube was used for pumping the test tube before anthracene deposition, as well as a
cold finger for the substrate. To grow a uniform anthracene film, the copper tube
was cooled with liquid nitrogen during the anthracene deposition. The bottom part
of the glass tube was filled with 1 mm size anthracene particles (purity ≥ 99%),
pumped to ≈ 10−3 Pa, and then immersed into a boiling water bath to evaporate
anthracene. After 30 min of anthracene evaporation, 14µm ± 7µm thick layer of
anthracene film has been deposited onto the Gr-copper specimen. To avoid water
condensation onto the anthracene film upon venting, the glass tube with the sample
was constantly evacuated until the temperature of the copper tube and mounted
sample reached room temperature.
SEM image in Figure 3.1 (c) shows the anthracene film deposited onto the Gr
on a copper substrate. The second layer of Gr is clearly seen as a hexagon. Dense
and mechanically stable, quasi-amorphous films were obtained if the deposition was
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conducted onto a pre-cooled (≈ -20 ◦C) Gr/substrate in vacuum (Figure 3.2 (c,d)).
Note that low temperature of a substrate is essential to increase the density of
the nucleation sites for anthracene. The film deposited onto a substrate at room
temperature tends to form an incomplete film of weakly bound crystallites as large as
few tens of µm (Figure 3.2 (a,b)). Capillary forces can easily destroy such a sacrificial
layer during wet copper etching, which would make the transfer problematic.
Figure 3.1: Anthracene deposition onto graphene CVD grown on a cop-
per substrate. (a) Schematic and (b) photo of the deposition setup. (c)
SEM image of an anthracene film thermally evaporated on Gr/copper
at ≈ -20 ◦C. The hexagon in the middle of the image is the island of
two-layer Gr. Both single and two-layer graphene are buried under the
anthracene film.
After the deposition onto the pre-cooled sample (Figure 3.3 (ii)), the copper
substrate was etched in aqueous APS (Figure 3.3 (iii)). The Gr-anthracene stack was
then rinsed in distilled water, and transferred directly to the target substrate (Figure
3.3 (iv)). After annealing at 120 ◦C for 40 min (Figure 3.3 (v)), the anthracene film
sublimed, and only the Gr layer was left on the target substrate (Figure 3.3 (vi)).
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Figure 3.2: The morphology of the anthracene film deposited onto Gr/
copper stack. Dark field optical images of a typical anthracene film
evaporated onto Gr/copper held at the room (a) and ≈ -20 ◦C (c) tem-
perature. The dark area of the sample corresponds to pristine Gr on
copper. Fluorescent microscopy images (b) and (d) of the representative
regions (a) and (c), respectively, excited using UV light-emitting diode
with emission band at ≈ 365 nm.
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Besides the low temperature sublimation of anthracene, the other advantage of this
PAH is its high fluorescence yield under ultraviolet (UV) light irradiation (Figures
3.2 (b) and 3.2 (d)), which helps visualize the anthracene during the transfer process
and track residues left on Gr after annealing.
Figure 3.3: Gr transfer procedure using anthracene: (i) CVD-grown
graphene on a copper substrate; (ii) thermal evaporation of anthracene
onto graphene at ≈ -20 ◦C; (iii) copper substrate etching by aqueous
solution of ammonium persulfate (APS-100) at 40 ◦C; (iv) Gr-anthracene
transfer onto the target substrate; (v) anthracene sublimation on a hot
plate at 120 ◦C; (vi) graphene on a target substrate.
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3.3 Characterization of graphene quality using Raman spectroscopy,
SEM, TEM, and XPS
Three sets of Gr membrane samples transferred using (i) PMMA as a sacrifi-
cial layer, (ii) IPA droplet capillary adhesion (so called “direct transfer”), and (iii)
anthracene as a sacrificial layer were subjected to the same cleaning treatments and
characterizations to compare and identify the least contaminated product.
Figure 3.4: Sample preparation for comparison of graphene transfer
methods. (a) Pt deposition (10 nm) on a half of a carbon mesh (e.g.
TEM grid). (b) Schematic of graphene transfer and subsequent cleaning
procedure. After each step the sample was characterized by SEM.
The sample fabrication procedure for the comparative analysis is schemati-
cally illustrated in Figure 3.4. First, TEM grids made of gold with a perforated
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20 nm thick carbon mesh (2µm hole diameter) were half-coated with a 10 nm plat-
inum layer to compare the effect of the platinum catalysis on the surface purity
(Figure 3.4 (a)) on the same substrate. Second, CVD-Gr films were transferred
onto the grids using the three methods depicted in Figure 3.4 (b). All the sam-
ples concurrently underwent first the catalytic cleaning (180 ◦C, 30 min) on a hot
plate in ambient air, followed by an activated carbon cleaning procedure step (210
◦C, 90 min, rate 5 ◦C/min) in an oven. We used LVSEM to image all samples im-
mediately as transferred, after the platinum-catalysis treatment, and, ultimately,
after the cleaning in activated carbon. For LVSEM imaging, all samples have been
mounted on a graphite specimen stub to minimize the background signal formed by
spurious SEs. The same contrast/brightness adjustments were maintained during
all three LVSEM sessions to quantitatively compare results of each cleaning step. To
maximize surface sensitivity of the SEM to impurities, a low-energy electron beam
(1 keV) in combination with through–the–lens detector, and short working distance
(3 mm) were used. All samples have been studied by TEM at 300 keV electron beam
energy.
XPS spectra of Gr samples were collected at ≈ 3× 10−7 Pa in UHV chamber
equipped with a 125 mm radius hemispherical electron energy analyzer operating
with an emission angle of 54 ◦. The monochromatic Al Kα (1486.6 eV) X-ray source
was used for the XPS measurements. The analyzer was working at the constant
pass energy Ep=13.6 eV and slit sizes offering an experimental energy resolution of
0.55 eV. The XPS peaks of Gr were deconvoluted using mixed asymmetric Gaussian–
Lorentzian line shapes after a Shirley background subtraction.
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The suspended Gr obtained by the anthracene-based method demonstrates
high yield (with no holes) coverage over the perforated structure, ≈ 95% (Figure
3.5), comparable with the best results obtained using the direct transfer by IPA drop
and PMMA sacrificial layer. An optical image of supported Gr on a SiO2 substrate
is depicted in Figure 3.6 (a) and indicates the continuous film with little amount of
cracks and tears.
Figure 3.5: SEM image showing perforated carbon mesh covered with
as transferred suspended graphene (false blue color) Surface coverage
(≈95% before anthracene cleaning procedures) was calculated as the
ratio of orifices covered with graphene to all orifices in carbon mesh.
Raman Characterization:
The quality of the as-transferred Gr was evaluated using Raman spectroscopy
via measuring defect/impurities related D-peak intensity and position of G-peak
(Figure 3.6 (b)). Raman spectra were acquired under ambient conditions with a
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micro-Raman spectrometer equipped with a 514.5 nm (2.41 eV) wavelength excita-
tion laser and a grating with a 1800 mm−1 pitch, while operating in 180 ◦ backscat-
tering geometry. A 50× objective was used to focus the excitation laser to an
approximately 1µm spot onto the sample with an incident power of less than 2 mW
to avoid local heating effects. The shift of G-peak in the Raman spectra indicates
the induced strain in Gr (Figure 3.6 (c)). [189] The experimental data reveals com-
pressive/tensile forces acting on a single layer Gr transferred onto SiO2 substrate
using anthracene/PMMA methods, respectively. However, since the standard devia-
tion of ten G-peak position measurements spreads across the value of the unstrained
Gr, one can conclude that both PMMA and anthracene methods can result in both
compressed and stretched Gr depending on a probing location.
SEM analysis:
Different from commonly used high voltage (5 kV to 15 kV) SEM imaging, we
employed low electron beam energies (0.5 keV to 1 keV) in combination with a SE
detector to monitor the contaminants evolution upon different cleaning procedures.
The enhanced electron interaction cross-section and surface sensitivity of such imag-
ing conditions are advantageous for distinguishing clean and contaminated regions
on the Gr layer. [190,191]
According to the semi-empirical law for the SE emission from carbon, [192] the
dependence of SE yield on electron beam energy Eb has a maximum at 400 eV and
decreases with electron beam energy due to the decrease of the stopping power. The
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Figure 3.6: Optical image of graphene transferred on SiO2 and Ra-
man analysis. (a) Optical image of CVD Graphene transferred using
anthracene onto SiO2 (285 nm)/Si(100) substrate (see Figure 3.3 (vi)).
(b) Raman spectra of graphene transferred using anthracene onto SiO2
(285 nm)/Si(100) substrate. The D-peak (1360 cm−1) indicates the de-
fect density of graphene layers, the G-peak (1580 cm−1) is due to Stokes
phonon energy shift of the in-plane vibrational mode, and the 2D (G’)-
peak (2690 cm−1) is the second-order overtone of another in-plane vibra-
tion. The wavelength of the excitation laser was 514.5 nm. (c) G peak
values of Gr transferred using anthracene and PMMA methods. The er-
ror bars represent the standard deviation value after ten measurements
on different sampling points. The dashed line depicts the G-peak value
of unstrained Gr.
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where ε, λ, and R stand for the effective energy to produce SE, the effective SE
escape depth, and the penetration depth of the incident electron, respectively. For
a carbon membrane with ε = 80 eV, [192] λ = 2.5 nm, and R = 7 nm, the formula
yields δ = 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 for 1, 2, and 3 layer thick Gr, respectively, implying
that a clean, suspended, single Gr layer will be distinguishable from any additional
carbon-containing residual layers. For our experiments, we used 1 keV electron beam
energy to reduce electron induced carbon contamination.
Figure 3.7 demonstrates the efficiency of low-voltage SEM (LVSEM) to eval-
uate the cleanliness of suspended membrane. Figure 3.7 (a) depicts the model
consisting of 20 nm thick carbon mesh covered with 10 nm Pt and one layer of Gr
as in the real sample. Four carbon pads of 1, 2, 5, and 10 layer thicknesses and
an open orifice mimic different levels of contamination and a tear in Gr layer, re-
spectively. Figure 3.7 (b) shows the corresponding Monte Carlo simulated [163] SE
images, where the grayscale refers to the number of SEs collected per 1000 PEs.
According to the simulation, the impurity pads are clearly distinguishable from a
pristine single-layer Gr if a low energy (<1 keV) electron beam is used as the SE
yield increases with impurity thickness. The experimental results qualitatively cor-
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roborate with our simulations (Figure 3.7 (c, d)). As the energy of the electron beam
increases from 1 keV to 3 keV, the overall SE yield from the membrane diminishes
due to the reduction in the inelastic interaction cross-section. Thus, the contrast
between clean, contaminated Gr and void areas decreases (Figure 3.7 (e)) and the
carbon membrane appears to be more transparent and cleaner.
LVSEM images of suspended Gr on a perforated carbon film with Pt (10 nm)
film transferred using PMMA (top: a, b, c), IPA (center: d, e, f), and an anthracene
sacrificial layer (bottom: g, h, i) are shown in Figure 3.8. All samples demonstrate
visible contamination before cleaning, which is noted as bright spots and lighter
color corrugated regions. In the case of PMMA, the typical residues are left from
incomplete scission of PMMA bonds during cleaning steps. [106]
Contamination of Gr transferred by anthracene and IPA methods is mainly
due to hydrocarbons; in particular, (-CH2-) and (-CH3) groups of hydrocarbons
accumulated on the surface have been routinely detected after samples were exposed
to air. [193]
A comparison between the different transfer methods was performed by imag-
ing samples after each sequential cleaning step using SEM, see Figure 3.8. The
images in the left, central, and right columns show suspended Gr before cleaning,
after Pt catalytic cleaning at 180 ◦C, and after annealing in activated carbon, re-
spectively. Each image contains the typical regions with a suspended membrane
(dark circle in the center), Gr over Pt-covered carbon mesh (peripheral brightest
area), and open holes (the darkest area). SEM images of partially cleaned CVD-Gr
revealed the accumulation of the contaminants in elongated strips (Figure 3.8 (b,
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Figure 3.7: LVSEM imaging of suspended graphene with impurities. (a)
Schematic of model used for Monte Carlo electron trajectory simula-
tions. (b) Simulated secondary electron image of suspended graphene
with overlaying carbon pads of 1, 2, 5, and 10 layer (L) thickness, mim-
icking impurities on the membrane. The black orifice represents void
area. Gray scale bar values correspond to SE yield per 1000 primary
electrons. Experimental LVSEM images of suspended graphene obtained
at 1 keV (c) and 3 keV (d) energies of primary electrons. White arrows
show impurities on the membrane. (e) The line profiles taken along the
dotted horizontal lines in (c) and (d). Black arrow points to the same
impurity visible in the panels (c) and (d). C-numbers correspond to con-
trast values between the impurity and graphene region calculated using
eq. 1.7 for images (c) and (d), respectively.
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of the graphene cleanliness after consecutive
cleaning cycles. Typical SEM images of free-standing graphene trans-
ferred by (a, b, c) PMMA, (d, e, f) IPA, and (g, h, i) anthracene before
(left column), after annealing over Pt catalyst (central column), and after
annealing in activated carbon (right column). To preserve the bright-
ness/contrast settings, the SEM detector was set to the same fixed values
of gain and offset for all the measurements.
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h)). The origin of such impurity distribution is attributed to stronger affinity of the
contaminating molecules to Gr point and extended defects, [194, 195] as well as to
wrinkles, which are common in CVD-grown Gr and occur as a result of compressive
strain in as-grown carbon monolayer. [196] According to the set of SEM images of
differently prepared samples and after all treatments, PMMA and anthracene meth-
ods demonstrate fewer residues on a carbon monolayer after two sequential cleaning
steps compared to the direct transfer using IPA. The evolution of the residue con-
centration with a cleaning sequence can be illustrated using PMMA transferred Gr
as an example. The transferred (before any additional cleaning) membrane rou-
tinely contains polymer contaminants seen as multiple bright spots and network of
gray patches over the membrane (Figure 3.8 (a)). The cleanliness of the suspended
membranes at a microscale level can be addressed more quantitatively using the
gray scale values (GSV) of SEM images, implying that the GSV is proportional to
the total SE signal from the corresponding area. To conduct such measurements,
the SEM detector was tuned to the same fixed values of gain and offset for entire
set of measurements. The results of this analysis for all three transfer methods and
samples with and without pre-deposited Pt catalyst are summarized in Figure 3.9.
The vertical axis values correspond to SE signal of the imaged Gr with respect to
the open hole. Therefore, the cleanest and the most transparent sample will have
the SE signal approaching zero.
After annealing the samples on a hot plate, the overall SE signal from all
samples decreased because the large partition of the PMMA remnants become de-
composed by the Pt catalysis. During this process, end-chain PMMA dissociation is
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initiated, and the polymer degrades into monomers that can sublime. [186] Interest-
ingly, the PMMA decomposition is observed even a few microns away from the Pt
catalyst. We assign this extended catalytic action to a spillover effect when disso-
ciated reactive species such as hydrogen and/or oxygen migrate from Pt to PMMA
residues. [197] Thus, the transparency of Gr after annealing in the presence of Pt cat-
alyst increases by ≈ 50% (Figure 3.9 right semi-plane). The electron transparency
of the membrane without Pt (left semi-plane) improves after the same treatment
only by ≈ 30%, confirming the noticeable contribution of catalytic activation and
spillover effect.
As can be seen from Figure 3.9 (blue dots), the Pt catalysis is effective not only
for PMMA decomposition, but also for cleaning from hydrocarbon contaminants
after IPA transfer. The latter results in ≈ 50% cleaning effect after the treatment
(compare with only ≈ 20% cleaning without Pt). The similar cleaning trend can
be observed for Gr transferred by anthracene yielding the cleaning effect of ≈ 50%
after thermal desorption of contaminants.
The cleaning effect of activated carbon with high degree of microporosity,
which provides high surface area, is based on its adsorptive capacity. Upon thermal
activation, the contaminants left on a Gr surface randomly diffuse until they become
adsorbed and trapped by high surface area activated carbon particles. This second
step of cleaning significantly improves the cleanliness of the PMMA and anthracene
transferred Gr. This is not the case, though, for impurities left from the IPA-based
transfer. The cleaning effect is most pronounced for the sample with anthracene
impurities annealed in the presence of a Pt catalyst and activated carbon. After
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Figure 3.9: The effect of cleaning procedures on secondary electron signal
(proportional to gray scale values) of suspended graphene transferred by
PMMA, IPA, and anthracene. The right panel dataset was collected from
the samples in contact with Pt catalyst and the left one from platinum-
free region. The error bars represent the standard deviation value after
five measurements on different sampling points.
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the treatment, the transparency of the suspended membrane increased up to ≈ 65%
compared to as transferred Gr (Figure 3.9, green dots). To summarize, the combi-
nation of two cleaning steps provides an efficient recipe to clean Gr, independent of
whether PMMA or anthracene impurities were present on the sample.
It is necessary to note that electron beam induced carbon contamination can
often be observed during SEM inspection of the suspended membrane. [198] This
effect is particularly pronounced when the sample has hydrocarbon impurities and,
therefore, can be used as an additional tool to evaluate Gr purity before and after
the transfer. Low energy SEs are mainly responsible for the dissociation of surface
hydrocarbons and the buildup of the carbon deposit on a membrane. [106] Interest-
ingly, both as transferred and partially cleaned (cleaning step I, Figure 3.9) samples
have demonstrated prominent contamination buildup during SEM imaging at room
temperature after 15 s of irradiation (Figure 3.10). However, the carbon contami-
nation became negligible after samples were cleaned in activated carbon, indicating
that the source of the hydrocarbons is the surface residues left on samples.
XPS analysis:
The microscopy results have been complemented with XPS analysis of Gr
purity. For that, CVD Gr/Cu samples underwent the same set of cleaning pro-
cedures. PMMA-covered/Gr/Cu, anthracene-covered/Gr/Cu, and IPA-immersed/
Gr/Cu samples were prepared first using the standard procedures: removing the
sacrificial layers by acetone, thermal sublimation, and drying, respectively. The
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samples then were first annealed in air (cleaning I) followed by annealing in acti-
vated carbon (cleaning II). The effective thickness of the overlay can be evaluated
from the corresponding attenuation of the XPS substrate signal by carbonaceous
contaminants layer. [199] For that, the cumulative intensity ratios of C 1s peak to
attenuated Cu 2p3/2 peak were measured at the same spot after the sample prepara-
tion and after each cleaning procedure (Figure 3.11 (a)). These data were compared
to Cu 2p3/2 peak attenuation test of as grown and vacuum annealed pristine Gr/Cu
sample considered to be ultimately clean (black square in Figure 3.11 (a)). The
SESSA algorithm [200] was used to compare experimental Cu 2p3/2 peak attenua-
tion data with theoretical predictions for 1 to 4 carbon monolayers (MLs) (Figure
3.11 (a)). The XPS-assessed effective thickness of contaminants corroborates well
with the trend observed via electron microscopy. As-prepared samples exhibit the
highest degree of contamination, reaching almost four effective monolayers of impu-
rities in the case of a PMMA-based sacrificial layer. The cleanliness of the samples
Figure 3.10: E-beam induced carbon contamination of a graphene mem-
brane transferred by PMMA onto a carbon mesh with Pt and annealed
on a hot plate. The SEM images of the suspended Gr before (a) and
after (b) e-beam exposure.
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improves progressively with sequential cleaning. Similar to the SEM observations
above, anthracene and IPA introduced the least amount of contaminations at the
Gr surface, and the final cleanliness approaches the quality of as grown and vacuum
annealed CVD Gr/Cu sample, matching the theoretically predicted C 1s/Cu 2p3/2
ratio for 1 ML of carbon on copper.
More information on the chemical nature of the contaminants can be obtained
from the C 1s peak shape evolution upon the cleaning treatments. Figure 3.11 (b)
depicts the C 1s spectrum of as grown and vacuum annealed (10−7 Pa, 250 ◦C, 2
hours) Gr/Cu sample, that we consider ultimately clean Gr. The spectrum con-
tains a dominating sp2 Gr component and a minor contribution from sp3 impurities
separated by ≈ 0.75 eV. Figure 3.11 (c-e) show XPS spectra of PMMA, IPA, and
anthracene transferred samples after cleaning step I. This intermediate cleaning of
the PMMA sample did not completely removed a polymer, as can be seen from the
prominent contribution from PMMA related peaks [201] compared to the sp2 signal
from Gr (Figure 3.11 (c)). On the other hand, the IPA and anthracene samples ex-
hibited a dominating Gr (sp2) contribution and traces of carboxyl (binding energy
(BE) ≈ 289 eV), methoxy (BE ≈ 287 eV) groups, and sp3 carbon (Figure 3.11 (d,
e)). The overall trend observed in the XPS measurements agrees with the SEM
and Raman results, showing significant reduction of impurity peaks upon cleaning
in favor of pure sp2 feature.
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Figure 3.11: XPS analysis of transfer methods. (a) Ratio of C 1s peak
to substrate Cu 2p3/2 peak for as transferred samples and after cleaning
procedures for each method. Black square shows as grown and vacuum
annealed pristine Gr/Cu sample. Triangle, circle, and squire marks cor-
respond to the PMMA, IPA, and anthracene samples, respectively. Error
bars are smaller or comparable to the size of data marks. (b) C 1s spec-
trum of as grown and vacuum annealed (10−7 Pa, 250 ◦C, 2 hours) Gr/Cu
sample. (c-e) XPS spectra of PMMA, IPA, and anthracene transferred
samples after cleaning step I.
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TEM study:
Finally, the samples have also been examined using TEM to compare the
quality of the resultant membranes at the nano- and atomic scales. Figures 3.12 (a)
and 3.12 (b) show TEM images of the PMMA transferred Gr after final cleaning in
activated carbon taken from the areas not affected by Pt catalyst (panel a) and areas
in proximity to Pt catalyst (panel b). HRTEM images and fast Fourier transforms
(FFTs) are shown in Figure 3.13. The membranes have domains of pristine Gr and
a network of contaminants. The presence of the Pt catalyst results in enlargement of
the area of pristine Gr, which can be as large as ≈ 2×103 nm2. The cleaning effect is
even more pronounced for anthracene impurities (compare Figures 3.12 (c) and (d)).
The combined Pt and activated carbon cleaning results in the appearance of very
large patches of clean Gr with a typical area ≈ 2× 104 nm2, which is comparable to
or even better than previously reported results. [202]
3.4 Summary
In conclusion, we present a new method for the clean transfer of CVD-Gr
using anthracene as a sacrificial layer. This approach will be particularly suitable
for applications where Gr coverage is required over the chemically reactive and
temperature sensitive substrates. The advantage of this approach is the dry removal
of the sacrificial layer at temperatures below 150 ◦C, which often is a requirement
for many systems. Using high surface sensitivity of LVSEM and XPS, we compare
the cleanliness of the suspended membranes transferred by different methods with
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Figure 3.12: TEM images of graphene transferred by PMMA (a, b)
and anthracene (c, d) onto a carbon mesh and treated thermally in the
presence (b, d) and without (a, c) Pt catalyst. Insets are FFTs of HR
TEM images (21 nm × 21 nm) obtained from representative regions for
each method (see also Figure 3.13).
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the same cleaning procedures. SEM, XPS, and TEM studies demonstrated the
advantage of the anthracene method in combination with annealing in air in the
presence of Pt catalyst, followed by annealing in activated carbon to achieve a
cleaner CVD-grown Gr. Note, the thermal treatment of the Gr in activated carbon
has a potential drawback: after cleaning, a small amount of activated carbon dust
particles adheres to the sample. Therefore, whether cleaning in activated carbon
should be applied depends on the particular Gr application. We envision that our
approach may be suitable in applications where dry and clean transfer protocols are
required.
Figure 3.13: HRTEM images and fast Fourier transforms (insets) of
graphene transferred by IPA (a), PMMA (b), and anthracene (c) onto a




Chapter 4: Graphene membranes for ambient pres-
sure EMS
Atomic-scale thickness, molecular impermeability, low atomic number, and
mechanical strength make graphene an ideal electron-transparent membrane for ma-
terial characterization in liquids and gases with scanning electron microscopy and
spectroscopy. Chapter 4 presents a novel sample platform made of an array of thou-
sands of identical isolated graphene-capped micro-channels with high aspect ratio.
A combination of a global wide field of view with high resolution local imaging of the
array allows for high throughput in situ studies, as well as for combinatorial screen-
ing of solutions, liquid interfaces and immersed samples. We demonstrate the capa-
bilities of this platform by studying a pure water sample in comparison with alkali
halide solutions, a model electrochemical plating process and beam induced crys-
tal growth in liquid electrolyte. Spectroscopic characterization of liquid interfaces
and immersed objects with Auger, photoemission electron microscopy (PEEM), and
energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) analyses through the graphene mem-
brane is also conducted. This chapter is adapted from Refs. [108,109].
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4.1 Motivation
The realization of in situ high throughput parallel screening of micro objects
and processes in liquids with nanoscale spatial, high temporal and spectroscopic
resolution is a current necessity in research related to materials genome, combina-
torial chemistry, drug discovery, etc. Microfabricated fluidic or enclosed liquid cells
equipped with electron transparent membrane windows a few tens of nanometers
thick enable modern HRTEM in liquid media. [27, 67, 203, 204] Despite the contin-
uing research and development efforts, [33,205–208] this highly successful approach
has been difficult to apply to more accessible SEM, mainly due to the significantly
larger electron scattering by the membrane at typical SEM beam energies of 1 keV
to 30 keV. Attempts to overcome the attenuated signal and reduced spatial resolu-
tion by increasing beam current and/or energy usually result in undesirable beam-
induced effects, such as radiolysis and sample alteration.
In contrast to conventional membranes, the electron inelastic mean free paths
(IMFPs) in a free standing 2D material, such as Gr, exceed its thickness. [16] There-
fore, a membrane made of a 2D material is nearly transparent to electrons in a wide
energy range, [49] eliminating the aforementioned limitations. The successful ap-
plication of Gr liquid cells has recently been demonstrated for both SEM [209] and
HRTEM. [61,210] An alternative implementation of Gr windows via isolation of the
entire SEM column from the ambient with electron transparent membrane has also
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recently been reported. [211]
Reliable and high-yield integration of CVD Gr into the Gr-cell microfabrication
process remains a challenging task. The major difficulty is the limited (yet very high)
mechanical strength of the grain boundaries of CVD Gr. Having a breaking strength
of ∼90 GPa, [212] suspended single layer CVD Gr is capable of sustaining a pressure
differential in excess of 105 Pa, provided its lateral dimensions do not exceed a few
micrometers. [56] Therefore, the early Gr-cell designs were single aperture devices
with a field of view (FOV) of only a few micrometers. The recent demonstration of
common-chamber multi-orifice Gr-cells was a significant step forward in atmospheric
pressure electron spectroscopy. [213,214] However, the probability of a catastrophic
liquid release into a HV chamber due to an accidental (or beam induced) Gr rupture
increases proportionally with the number of orifices. Therefore, this approach is
currently used in combination with sophisticated interlocks and differential pumping
stages.
In this Chapter, we describe a new liquid cell platform made from an ordered
densely packed array of thousands of identical isolated microchannels capped with
Gr. These high-aspect-ratio microchambers are filled with a few picoliters of liquid,
thus an accidental rupture of even many cells would not affect the high-vacuum en-
vironment of the SEM. The measured lifetime of a water sample in the array exceeds
several hours, enabling sufficient time to perform routine SEM and PEEM studies.
The simultaneous presence of multiple channels filled with either liquid or vapor, or
empty channels, in the same FOV also makes it possible to study the SEM contrast
mechanisms. We demonstrate the possibility of performing EDS and AES of liquid
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and immersed samples, along with the corresponding chemical mapping. Using a
model electrochemical reaction, we observe the early stages of Cu electroplating on
the Gr surface in real time. We envision that a multi-channel array (MCA), such as
described here, will be employed as a platform for high yield combinatorial operando
SEM studies of liquid-gas-solid interfaces relevant to electrochemical or biomedical
applications.
4.2 Graphene liquid/electrochemical cells: design, fabrication, SEM
tests, electrochemical tests
Gr is grown on a Cu foil using a high-pressure modification of the commonly
used CVD method. As-grown Gr is transferred onto one side of commercially avail-
able glass MCA using PMMA as a sacrificial layer (Figure 4.1 (a)). [105] Briefly, a
200 nm PMMA film is spin-coated onto a Gr/Cu stack followed by etching copper in
APS at 40 ◦C for 2 h. Then, the Gr monolayer is rinsed three times in deionized (DI)
water and transferred onto another Gr/Cu foil. After annealing the sample on a hot
plate for 2 h at 180 ◦C, etching in APS and rinsing in DI water are repeated again.
A PMMA/bilayer Gr stack is transferred onto a MCA consisting of thousands of
hollow straight channels with a diameter of 5µm and 1:80 aspect ratio. Prior to
Gr transfer, the MCA front surface is pre-coated with 200 nm/10 nm Au/Cr film
serving as an adhesive layer for Gr and to minimize substrate charging during the
SEM imaging. Then, the sample is annealed on the hot plate for 2 h at 180 ◦C again.
For electrochemical measurements, the inner part of the channels at the backside
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of MCA is covered with 40 nm Pt layer using ALD (Figure 4.1 (a)). [108] After
the transfer, the PMMA is dissolved in acetone bath at 70 ◦C. Then, the acetone
is gradually substituted with the IPA solution at 80 ◦C and then with DI water
(Figure 4.1 (b)). For studies involving electrolytes, a droplet of the electrolyte is
drop-casted onto the backside of the MCA. After few minutes required for establish-
ing concentration equilibrium, the excess of the droplet is removed with a filter paper
and a UV curable adhesive or liquid metal such as galinstan (GaInSn) is applied
to seal the liquid containing MCA channels. The backside of the sample dedicated
to combinatorial SEM imaging is pre-patterned with strips of a hydrophobic layer
before the liquid filling. This prevents cross-contamination between the analytes
during application. The resultant cell contains thousands of identical vacuum-tight
microchannels filled with a liquid of interest (Figure 4.1 (c)).
4.3 Lifetime of liquid samples under vacuum conditions
The lifetime of a liquid sample in an MCA under vacuum conditions is one of
the crucial experimental parameters defining the overall time allowed for imaging
and analysis. It depends on the water leakage rate through intrinsic defects in a
Gr membrane and/or through diffusion runaway along the Gr-MCA interface. The
as-grown Gr quality, [56, 215, 216] the interface preparation, and the Gr transfer
process can significantly affect both the intrinsic porosity (the areal ratio of holes
to a Gr window) of the resultant membrane and the interfacial leakage. [56] We
used bilayer Gr to reduce the inherent CVD Gr permeability. [216,217] We assume
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Figure 4.1: The fabrication and filling of the MCA matrix with an an-
alyte. (a) A 200 nm Au/10 nm Cr film was sputtered sequentially onto
the front side of the MCA silica matrix for metallization and reliable
adhesion of graphene. For electrochemical measurements, the interior of
the MCA channels was coated with 40 nm of Pt as a counter-electrode
using atomic layer deposition (ALD). Bilayer graphene was transferred
onto the front side of the MCA using PMMA as a sacrificial layer. The
inset shows a cross-sectional SEM image of the MCA half-coated with
Pt. (b) PMMA was dissolved in an acetone bath followed by a grad-
ual substitution with IPA and water. (c) Depending on application,
the sample was sealed either with UV curable adhesive or liquid metal
(galinstan). The inset demonstrates the SEM image (3 keV) of water
filled MCA channels. The exemplary voltammograms are shown here to
highlight the electrochemical capabilities of the MCA platform.
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that the backside of the MCA sample is vacuum tight sealed with an adhesive and
the MCA matrix is also water impermeable. As it will be shown below and in the
supporting file, the lifetime of the liquid sample inside the MCA is predominantly
controlled by the density of native defects, tears and wrinkles in the covering Gr.
Since the MCA is comprised of identical channels, the lifetime of the liquid
sample can be evaluated via measuring the filling factor (the ratio of filled channels
to their total number in a FOV) as a function of time. The distinct difference
in SE and BSE signals from liquid and dried channels allows us to use a simple
threshold image processing algorithm to discriminate between these two moieties
and determine the filling factor within the FOV. The sequence of SEM images in
Figure 4.2 (a) demonstrates typical water loss in an MCA under vacuum conditions
over several hours: from ≈86% filled channels in the beginning of observation to
≈23% after 5.1 hours. The measured filling factor as a function of time is depicted
in Figure 4.2 (b) and indicates that the half-life time (the time when the filling
factor halves) for the sample t1/2 ≈1.7 h.
To analyze the impact of leakage on the filling factor, (i) we implement the
cumulative Poisson distribution function to describe the temporal dependence of
the total amount of the MCA empty channels, and (ii) we proposed a model based
on a water permeable defects having normal distribution of effective areas across all
channels to reveal the average size of defects in a Gr membrane.
(i) In the first model, we assume that the number of empty channel follows
the cumulative Poisson distribution as time proceeds:
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where Y (t) is the temporal dependence of the filling factor, µ is the Poisson rate pa-
rameter, t0 is the time when the first SEM image showing the empty/filled channels
is collected, and t is the time of observation. After fitting the experimental data of
the filling factor using eq.(4.1), we obtain t0 ≈ 3 h, and µ = 4.2 h (Figure 4.2 (b)).
The obtained numbers mean that the highest rate of filled-to-empty channel trans-
formation occurs ≈ 1.2 h past the time when the first SEM image was collected.
The physical interpretation qualitatively indicates that it still takes 1.2 h for rapidly
drying channels to become completely empty. After 1.2 h, the filling factor drops
not so fast due to the channels comprising less defects.
(ii) The second approach is based on a water permeable defects having normal
distribution of effective areas across all channels. [108] In this model, we assume
that the volume of liquid phase in the channel decreases with time due to the leaks
through: (i) nanoscopic holes in the Gr and (ii) the Gr-substrate interface. The
latter leakage channel is clearly evidenced in the low voltage SEM sequence in Figure
4.2 (c) as appearance and growth of “under carpet” water blisters surrounding the
evaporating channel. The liquid adhered to Gr membrane remains all the time until
its thickness reaches the onset of capillary instability due to hydrophobic nature
of the Gr (middle panel in Figure 4.2 (c)). The free space released in the channel
because of gradual liquid phase loss is filled with the water vapor. To estimate the
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water retention time inside MCA in a vacuum, we assumed a normal distribution
of effective area, s, of defects in every Gr-capped 5µm wide MCA channel. At
the defective sites, water effusion can be described with Knudsen’s equation for a





where PS is the saturated water pressure at room temperature, m0 is the mass of a
water molecule, T is room temperature, and k is Boltzmann constant. The normal








where σ and s0 stand for the standard deviation and mean area of defects, respec-
tively. A is a constant to normalize the distribution between s = 0 (channels without
leak) and the maximal opening s = S (channels without membrane). Each filled
channel must lose a fixed amount of water of mass M to become empty. To obtain
the temporal dependence of the filling factor, we integrate the normal distribution























where t0 is the moment when water starts evaporating. The latter was used to fit
experimental data in Figure 4.2 (b).
Assuming molecular flow and a normal distribution of the nano-holes with an
effective area s, a mean value s0, and a standard deviation σ for a 5µm diameter
microchannel in the MCA sample, the filling factor in Figure 4.2 (b) can be fit using
a Gaussian distribution function with s0 = 4.3×103 nm2 and σ = 2.1×104 nm2. The
reported porosity of the pristine CVD Gr varies between 0.012% and 0.61%. [217]
Accepting the average porosity numbers for our case, the total open area of defects
in the bilayer Gr per orifice will be less than 7.3×102 nm2. Comparing the obtained
number with an experimentally determined total s0, it is reasonable to conclude
that these are not Gr defects but the interfacial leakage that determines the lifetime
of the MCA liquid sample under HV conditions. This result is not surprising since
the standard Gr transfer procedures unavoidably results in a network of percolating
wrinkles and microscopic tears at the sample interface.
4.4 Characterization of liquid samples using SEM, XPS, Auger, and
PEEM
To explore the behavior of our new system, we first study SEM image contrast
in a water filled MCA sample. The sample was observed using a field emission SEM.
An Everhart-Thornley (E-T) detector sensitive to both SE and BSEs was employed
for SEM imaging. The SEM base pressure was ∼ 10−4 Pa. The gray scale value
of the SEM images was linearly proportional to the intensity of scattered and SEs
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collected by the detector. For lifetime measurements, the SEM images were obtained
at 5 keV and few tens of pA PE beam. For EDS spectroscopy and mapping, the
sample was probed by a 15 keV PE beam. In terms of Figure 4.4 (a): θ=45 ◦, α=90 ◦
for EDS. The MCA platform enables studying the channel content comparatively
and quantitatively due to the simultaneous SEM imaging and analysis of cells with
different filling status while being probed under the same imaging conditions.
When an MCA is filled with water, the observed SEM GSVs can be partitioned
into 4 typical groups (Figure 4.2 (d)): (i) open channels with completely or partially
broken Gr membranes (bright); (ii) empty channels covered with a suspended Gr
(bright); (iii) channels containing water vapor and yielding the lowest signal (dark);
and (iv) channels filled with water that generate the intermediate gray values in SEM
images. More quantitatively this partitioning can be represented by GSV histograms
depicted in Figures 4.2 (d) and 4.3 (b). Interestingly, the Monte-Carlo [163] electron
trajectory simulations of MCA of all aforementioned groups predict the smallest
number of SEs and BSEs collected from empty channels (Figure 4.2 (e)). This
discrepancy between the observed and the simulated images originates from the
negative charging of MCA silica walls of empty or partly Gr covered channels under
the PE beam irradiation, which leads to higher SE yield. [164] The SEM signal from
channels with liquid excludes a contribution from the channel walls and is formed by
SEs and BSEs from both the Gr membrane and water (Figure 4.2 (e)). Hence, the
SEM image of liquid channel is uniformly gray. The electron scattering inside vapor
filled channel is reduced and, therefore, the interaction volume of electrons with
vapor significantly exceeds the one in a liquid channel. Different from the empty
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Figure 4.2: (a) SEM images of the MCA (false colored), showing a de-
crease in the number of channels filled with liquid over time (vacuum
≈ 10−4 Pa). Bright circles are water filled microchannels; dark circles
are empty ones. (b) Experimentally recorded time evolution of the filling
factor (Yexp(t) marked by blue open circles) and empty factor (1-Yexp(t)
highlighted by triangle marks). The data were obtained from consecu-
tive SEM images of the same FOV (2.5×104 µm2 corresponding to ≈900
micro-channels). The error bars are due to uncertainty in the filling sta-
tus of the channels at the very perimeter of the FOV. The orange marks
and the red curve depict data fitting the filling and empty factors based
on a cumulative Poisson and normal distributions of defects across chan-
nels, respectively. (c) The sequence of SEM (Eb=2 keV) images showing
the typical steps of the channel drying process: water filled (top panel),
bubble (middle panel) and vapor containing (bottom panel) channel.
The arrows indicate the transport of water under the graphene towards
few newly formed water blisters (dark). (d) SEM image (Eb=10 keV)
of empty, water-filled and vapor-filled MCA channels, all sealed with
bilayer graphene. Bright (framed with black square), uniformly gray
(framed with blue square), and uniformly dark (framed with red square)
channels correspond to empty, water and vapor filled channels, respec-
tively. The histogram on the right shows the different distributions of
the GSV inside the corresponding square frames. (e) Monte-Carlo tra-
jectories simulations of 8 keV electron beam interacting with an empty
(vacuum-filled) channel, a water-vapor-filled channel (assuming 3.17 kPa
water saturated vapor pressure at 25 ◦C), a liquid-water-filled channel,
and the gold MCA surface. (f) The H2O to Au signal ratio of scattered
electrons vs. electron beam energy. The error bars show the standard
deviation of GSV of 5 different SEM.
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channel scenario, electrons and ions inside the vapor filled channels neutralize the
charging of the glass walls, and SE signal originates only from the Gr membrane
and a low-density vapor inside the channel. Thus, the vapor filled channels yield
the lowest SE intensity among all other covered cells. The intermediate contrasts
can also be observed due to fast transient processes such as bubble formation, beam
induced radiolysis, recondensation or impurities segregation.
It is important to note that different from TEM and prior SEM studies of liquid
media enclosed in liquid cells, [1] the graphene’s high electron transparency offers
the capability of imaging the liquid-solid/liquid-gas interfaces via collecting true
low energy SEs (Figure 4.3). This opens new possibilities for monitoring the spatio-
temporal evolutions of the electrified interfaces within only one-two nanometers
from the Gr surface. Conversely, monitoring high energy back scattered electrons
allows probing the objects immersed in liquid few microns deep below the capping
Gr membrane. Therefore, the choice of the PE beam energy and detector type are
important for optimal SEM imaging conditions of liquid samples. Since the MCA
platform allows for simultaneous recording of the SEM signals from Gr capped
channels that are water-filled (Swater) and vapor-filled (Svapor), as well as from the
Au surface (SAu), it is possible to deduce a measurable parameter that is independent
of the pre-selected SEM brightness and contrast settings.
An electric potential on E-T detector with a positively biased Faraday cage
was set to collect SEs. Under these settings, most of the SEs and a fraction of BSEs
were collected. The gray scale values of the SEM images are, therefore, proportional
to the local total electron yield detected. When the PE beam hits an MCA channel
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without Gr, (or capped with broken one) it inevitably charges the inner glass walls
of the high aspect ratio microchannel. The accumulating charge causes an increase
of the SE electron signal and explains the elevated gray scale values from those
channels. Similar scattering and charging take place inside the empty microchannels
that are completely covered with a double layer Gr membrane. Gray scale values
for those channels are lower compared to ones with broken (missing) Gr due to
attenuation of the SEs and BSEs by the Gr membrane. Due to inhomogeneous
charging, none of these groups of channels were used for image analysis. Different
from the above, channels filled with water vapor do not exhibit charging of their
walls. Since the intensity of BSEs and SEs generated by the vapor is very small,
only SEm and BSEm from the Gr membrane can be detected by the SEM detector.
Therefore, vapor filled channels exhibit the lowest SE signal
Svapor ≈ SEm +BSEm. (4.5)
When the channel is filled with water, the SEM signal from water cell capped with
Gr Swater includes:
Swater = SEm +BSEm + ηSE · SEwater + ηBSE ·BSEwater + SEwater−m. (4.6)
Here, SEwater−m is the SEs generated inside the Gr membrane by outgoing BSE
emitted in water and η is an energy dependent attenuation factor accounting for
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attenuation of the electron flux by the Gr membrane. It is convenient to use SEM
signal from the gold coated MCA as a reference. Similar to eq. (4.5), SEM signal
from the Gr coated Au film can be written as
SAu = SEm +BSEm + ηSE · SEAu + ηBSE ·BSEAu + SEAu−m. (4.7)
Here, SEAu−m is the intensity of the SEs generated in Gr by BSE scattered in Au





ηSE · SEwater + ηBSE ·BSEwater + SEwater−m
ηSE · SEAu + ηBSE ·BSEAu + SEAu−m
. (4.8)
The dependence of β on electron beam energy is shown in Figure 4.2 (f). If an
electron attenuation length is significantly larger than Gr membrane thickness, we





Here, σwater and σAu are the total electron yields of water and gold, respectively
(both values depend on the PE beam energy). This condition occurs at high electron
beam energy and, since the SE/BSE ratio generally decreases with energy, β ap-
proaches the ratio of the corresponding BSE coefficients. Conversely, at low electron
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energy the surface sensitive SEs and corresponding attenuation factors contribute
majorly to β parameter and, therefore, it approaches 1 when the Gr membrane
dominates the signal independently of the region of interest.
Figure 4.3: SEM imaging of the sample using different detectors. (a)
TTL secondary electron image of water-filled MCA. (b) SEM GSV his-
tograms of water-filled MCA recorded simultaneously from the same area
(insets) using standard ET and BSE SEM detectors (Eb=10 keV).
Due to high SE contribution form liquid layers below Gr the employment of
the TTL or E-T type lower electron detectors (LED) is preferable over BSE detector
in a wide energy range of PEs. As an example, water filled channels can be easily
discriminated from the empty ones in Figure 4.3 (b). In practice, even for 10 keV PE
beam the β-parameter measured with LED is twice larger compared to one recorded
using BSEs. This is due to significant contribution of the ηSE ·SEwater member (see
eq. 4.8) to the total electron signal measured by LED.
In addition to imaging, transparency of the Gr membranes to electrons and
photons enables chemical analysis and elemental mapping of liquids and immersed
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micro-objects under the ambient pressure conditions. Below we discuss the applica-
tion of two of the most commonly used electron spectroscopies integrated with SEM,
EDS, and AES in liquids. Generally, the IMFPs for outgoing electrons are orders
of magnitude smaller than the penetration depth for similar energy X-ray photons,
making the AES probing depth TW on the order of 1 nm to 2 nm while an EDS sig-
nal can be recorded from hundreds of nanometers deep into the water. Therefore,
these “electron in-electron out” and “electron in-photon out” spectroscopies (Figure
4.4 (a)) are not equivalent but rather complementary to each other.
EDS analysis:
Figure 4.4 (b) depicts two EDS spectra acquired through the Gr membrane
from the water filled (blue line) MCA channel and the same channel after liquid
was dried (red line). [108] The spectra contain the major O Kα peak at 0.53 keV
showing the signature of liquid water below the Gr membrane and three minor peaks:
C Kα, Au Mα, and Si Kα originating from the Gr and surface/walls of the MCA
matrix. One can notice that despite the attenuation of outgoing X-rays by water,
the scattering of PEs in water enhances C Kα, Au Mα, and the Si Kα emission
in the water filled channels compared to the empty ones. This is due to geometry
of the sample and EDS setup, where 15 keV beam penetrates microns deep into
the empty channel before it hits the walls. The X-rays generated inside the empty
channel have no direct line of sight to the detector and become strongly attenuated
by MCA matrix. Figure 4.4 (c) shows the corresponding SEM images and elemental
maps obtained through the Gr membrane. The channels filled with water exhibit a
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more prominent O Kα intensity compared with the empty (or vapor filled) channels,
which marked with white circles in Figure 4.4 (c). EDS is not sufficiently sensitive
to distinguish between empty and vapor filled channels. Note, that the contribution
of the Gr membrane to the total EDS signal is negligible, making the novel MCA
platform an excellent candidate for analysis of samples immersed in gaseous and
liquid environments.
AES analysis:
Unlike EDS spectro-microscopy, which can probe water immersed objects hun-
dreds nanometers deep, [219] AES is a surface sensitive technique due to strong at-
tenuation of the 100 eV – 1000 eV Auger electrons in the condensed matter. There-
fore, AES was used exclusively to study solid surfaces under high or UHV condi-
tions, [220] In this work, we demonstrate that ultrathin membranes can be used to
extend the standard laboratory based scanning AES metrology to the realm of liq-
uid interfaces and immersed objects. [108] The AES analysis was performed at room
temperature in a UHV chamber at a base pressure of ≈ 10−7 Pa. The AES spectra
were collected at 3 keV or 5 keV PE beam energies and 400 pA current followed by
spectra averaging over 19.6µm2 area of MCA channels (θ = 85 ◦, α = 65 ◦). Radi-
olysis effects, such as hydrogen bubble formation, may strongly affect AES spectra
collection. Only those filled channels which did not change their composition dur-
ing AES acquisition were used for analysis. The peak-to-peak intensity was deduced
from the differential spectra. To calculate the thicknesses of Gr and water layers,
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Figure 4.4: Electron spectroscopies in a liquid-filled MCA. (a) The exper-
imental setup for EDS and AES data collection. The yellow bulb defines
the electron interaction volume. (b) EDS spectra (log scale) recorded
in water filled (blue) and empty (orange) channel acquired through a
double layer graphene membrane. The intense O Kα peak is due to
the presence of liquid water inside the channel. The Si Kα and Au Kα
peaks originate from the Au coated MCA silica matrix. (c) An SEM
image (top) and EDS maps of an MCA with water, depicting Au and O
element distribution. The white circles depict the empty channels, while
dashed ones denote the channels where water evaporated during map
acquisition. (d) AES OKLL spectra exhibiting characteristic K-VV tran-
sitions typical for liquid water. For comparison, off-resonance AES of
water jet excited with synchrotron soft X-rays from Ref. [218] is shown
in a gray color. (e) Differential AES spectra recorded from two adja-
cent water filled (blue curve) and empty (red curve) MCA channels. (f)
The calculated dependence of OKLL to CKLL peak intensities ratio as
a function of the thickness of water under the graphene and a number
of the graphene layers. The right panel shows experimental IO/IC data
recorded from ten water filled channels capped with a bilayer graphene.
The measured average ratio (dotted line) corresponds to an effective
membrane thickness to be approximately 3 graphene layers.
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the attenuation formula [221] and corresponding set of parameters were used.
Figures 4.4 (a) and (e) show the geometry of the experiments and typical
CKLL and OKLL differential AES spectra in the Gr capped empty and water filled
channels, respectively. Using standard attenuation formula, [220] the intensity of
the CKLL peak of Gr with an effective thickness, TG, can be calculated as:







Similarly, the intensity of the water OKLL peak attenuated by the Gr membrane
cap can be written as: [220]









Here, I0 is the intensity of the PE beam, σCKLL and σOKLL are the K shell ionization
cross-sections of C and O for PEs with energy of E0, which are 1.95×10−19 cm2 and
0.82×10−19 cm2, respectively. [222] γOKLL and γOKLL are the probabilities that the
ionized core level K in elements C and O will emit KLL Auger electrons, which
are 0.9988 and 0.9963, respectively. [223] D(ECKLL) and D(EOKLL) are the collec-
tion efficiency of detector, which is assumed to be constant for all Auger electrons
with energies above 200 eV. [224] F (ECKLL) and F (EOKLL) are the transmission
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efficiency of the electron spectrometer to be proportional to corresponding Auger
electron energies when the spectrometer was operated in a constant retarding ratio
mode. [225] NG and NW are the atomic densities of the Gr 113 nm
−3 and water
33.4 nm−3, respectively. r(E0, α) = 0.255 is Monte Carlo simulated backscattering-
correction-factor [226] for 5 kV PEs propagating in water. λCG, λOG, and λOW are
the attenuation lengths of the CKLL Auger electrons in Gr, the OKLL Auger electrons
in Gr, the OKLL Auger electrons in water, respectively. We used λCG = 0.65 nm and
λOG = 1.29 nm from previous AES data. [227] For λOW we used 3.1 nm as measured
by liquid micro-jet photoelectron spectroscopy. [228] The ratio between the CKLL
and OKLL peak intensities for a TG thick Gr membrane capping a TW thick water




σOKLL · γOKLL ·NG · F (EOKLL) · λO−W · [1− e
−TW
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σOKLL · γOKLL ·NG · F (EOKLL) · λO−W






In this work, we used the peak-to-peak AES intensity ratio instead of area of AES
peaks for estimation.
Figure 4.4 (d) shows a normal AES recorded in an individual water-filled MCA
channel through a bilayer Gr cap. For comparison, off-resonance AES of a water jet
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excited with synchrotron soft X-rays is shown in gray color. [218] The overall shape
of the recorded AES spectra, arising from the superposition of multiple K − V V
type Auger decays, correlates well with the synchrotron results. In this case, a wa-
ter oxygen K core hole is filled with electrons from a few available valence levels
(V ) with the corresponding Auger electron emission from the same moiety of the
valence levels (V ). The broadening and the energy shifts of the liquid water AES
bands originate from the combination of the polarization screening and delocaliza-
tion effects occurring due to numerous intermolecular decay channels available in
liquid water. [229, 230] The elevated noise level in our scanning AES stems from
the short acquisition time, which was chosen to mitigate strong radiolysis of wa-
ter. Figure 4.4 (e) shows two differential AES spectra collected from water-filled
and empty channels. Both spectra have identical CKLL peaks associated with the
Gr membranes but only the spectrum collected from the liquid-containing channel
exhibits a prominent OKLL component, confirming the presence of water. We use
the experimental AES intensity ratio,
IOKLL
ICKLL
, and the attenuation formalism (see
Ref. [231]) to estimate both the effective Gr thickness, TG, and the water probing
depth, TW .
Figure 4.4 (f) depicts the calculated OKLL to CKLL intensity ratio as a function
of water depth for several thicknesses of the Gr membrane. The curves demonstrate
the saturation of the
IOKLL
ICKLL
ratio, occurring once the water layer exceeds the AES
probing depth. The signal for a 3 nm thick water layer nearly reaches the constant
bulk-like level, independent of the Gr thickness. The experimental data collected
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from water-filled MCA cells yield
IOKLL
ICKLL
= 0.49 ± 0.15, which corresponds to the
signal for bulk water covered in average with approximately 3 Gr layers (Figure
4.4 (f), right panel). Here, the experimental uncertainty is calculated from twelve
tested channels. This deviation from a nominal bilayer Gr coverage is likely due
to the presence of residual hydrocarbon and oxygen containing contaminants on
the transferred CVD Gr membranes, which increases their effective thickness and
attenuation of the AES signal. These preexisting -OH, -O containing contaminants
contribute to OKLL spectrum of the dry Gr (red curve in Figure 4.4 ) and preclude
reliable discrimination between the vapor filled and empty channels during Auger
characterization. The other factors like Gr wrinkles and folds can also contribute to
the data scatter.
PEEM analysis:
Though photoelectron imaging of processes and objects in gaseous or liquid
environments was a long-standing scientific goal, the differential pumping approach
resulted only in ≈ 10−1 Pa of near sample pressures when applied to the PEEM
setup. PEEM at liquid-solid interfaces became feasible due successful realization
of the MCA platform. The MCA sample filled with water and capped with Gr
was illuminated with monochromatic soft X-rays with an energy between 525 eV
and 560 eV, covering the O K-absorption edge (≈535 eV). Under this excitation,
fast photoelectrons and Auger electrons from the liquid that have the IMFP in
excess of the thickness of the capping Gr membrane able to escape into the vacuum
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with only minor attenuation. [232] These electrons constitute the total electron
yield (TEY) that was used for spatially resolved XAS of the liquid or for spectrally
resolved PEEM imaging (Figure 4.5 (c,d)). Water-containing areas have a sharp
characteristic onset in the absorption cross-section around hν ≈535 eV and thus can
be easily discriminated from the other substrate materials (Gr, Au) which have a
flat photoemission background across this energy range.
Figure 4.5 (c) shows a set of four PEEM images of the Gr-capped water filled
MCA recorded at different energies while scanning across the O K edge. [109] The
contrast in these images originates from spatial variations of the local TEY from
the Au-coated MCA matrix and the Gr-capped MCA channels. The Gr-capped
channels can either be filled with liquid water or be empty. A fraction of the chan-
nels does not have a Gr cap and these have the lowest signal in Figure 4.5 (c).
As can be seen, the contrast between water-filled and empty channels is miniscule
below O K absorption threshold at hν ≈535 eV and increases drastically above it.
Such sequences of PEEM images constitute a spatial X-ray absorption chemical map
and specific regions of interest (ROI) can be designated for site-selective XAS. Fig-
ure 4.5 (d) compares two such XAS spectra collected from two ROIs: water filled
(blue) and empty (red) channels. The empty channels show weak spectral feature
at ≈532 eV characteristic of carbonyl group containing hydrocarbons. [233] These
contaminations have been previously observed in XAS of ice and water [4] and in
our case can also be due to PMMA residue at the Gr membrane left after Gr trans-
fer. [106] On the other hand, the filled channels demonstrate an XAS spectrum with
pronounced features and a shape similar to liquid bulk water probed via TEY or in
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transmission detection modes (see reviews [234, 235] and references therein). Such
a spectrum is a result of transitions from the strongly localized O 1s core level of
water molecules to unoccupied valence orbitals derived from the gas-phase 4a1 and
2b2 states. [236] In good accordance with prior XAS works on liquid water, [4, 234]
our PEEM-derived XAS spectrum in Figure 4.5 (d) has a characteristic pre-edge
(≈535 eV), main peak (≈537.5 eV) features, and a post-edge band around ≈541 eV.
The commonly accepted interpretation of water XAS features assigns the pre-peak
and main band to the excitation of water molecules with one broken (or largely
distorted H-bond, a so-called single-donor (SD) molecule) while the post-edge band
corresponds to the molecular environment with strong H-bonds (double donor (DD)
molecules) and increased tetrahedrality. [236]
It is important to emphasize that the XAS spectrum in Figure 4.5 (c) origi-
nates from the first few layers of water at the Gr - water interface. This interfacial
sensitivity of the through-membrane PEEM spectro-microscopy stems from the at-
tenuating role of the Gr layer, which has low transparency for slow few electron-volts
SEs emitted from deeper water layers. [237] Therefore, the bulklike nature of our
spectra indicates that interaction of interfacial water molecules with Gr is very weak
and neither the electronic nor the geometrical structure are strongly affected by the
Gr. In addition, the intensity ratio of the main bands and the absence of the charac-
teristic OH (≈526 eV) or H2O2 (≈533 eV) [238] features in the water XAS spectrum
indicate that the Gr-water interface is not accumulating radiolysis products under
the selected irradiation conditions. A previous XAS study of interfacial water in
contact with gold [239] revealed the significant suppression of the pre-edge peak
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under similar experimental conditions. Thus, Gr represents a model benchmark
material to study interfacial water behavior with PEEM.
Figure 4.5: Multichannel array sample design and PEEM setup. (a)
SEM (5 keV, color coded) image of water-filled graphene-capped mi-
crochannel sample; the darker channels correspond to the graphene-
capped but empty channels. Inset: water-filled 4µm wide channel (SEM,
2 keV). (b) The schematics of the PEEM and liquid cell setups. (c)
PEEM images of the water filled MCA collected at different X-ray en-
ergies while crossing the O K-edge. (d) The resultant XAS spectra
collected from different regions of interest: water-filled (blue circle and
spectrum) and empty (red circle and spectrum) channels. White squares
mark the channels that exhibit the dynamic behavior. The spectra were
normalized to incident X-ray intensity.
4.5 Application examples
In addition to unique electron and X-ray imaging and spectroscopy capabili-
ties, the Gr-capped MCA liquid sample platform has yet other advantages allowing
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both: (i) high magnification stereomicroscopy in individual liquid channels and (ii)
simultaneous monitoring of thousands of independent microchambers in real time
when set for a large FOV. The platform, therefore, combines the advantages of high
resolution SEM studies of local phenomena in liquids with the advantages of power-
ful image processing, pattern recognition, and data mining algorithms when applied
to large FOV. [109] Below, we describe few examples of what can be routinely per-
formed with this setup.
4.5.1 Electrochemical measurements
As an example of probing electrochemistry at (meso-) and microscale, we ex-
amine here classical copper electroplating from an aqueous 1 mol/L CuSO4 solution.
In our two-electrode system, the Gr-covered gold coating on the front (imaging) side
of the MCA plate acts as a working electrode, and the back-side platinum coating
serves as a counter and pseudo-reference electrode, as shown in Figure 4.1. Real
time SEM visualization of the electroplating process in individual microchannels
is correlated in Figure 4.6 with the global voltammogram simultaneously recorded
for the whole MCA sample. The system starts out with a clear Gr windows at
positive potential (Figure 4.6 (a), inset 1). At around -0.3 V the voltammogram
shows a broad peak that corresponds to the onset of copper nucleation at the Gr-
gold-electrolyte interface on the channels’ periphery (Figure 4.6 (a), inset 2). This
peak is very similar to the α-peak observed during copper electroplating on gold
in the presence of ppm-level traces of disulfide and chlorine additives. It may arise
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in our system due to the presence of small amounts of contaminants in the elec-
trolyte and have some contribution from dissolved oxygen reduction and hydrogen
adsorption on the working electrode. Clearly, this peak corresponds to underpoten-
tial deposition of Cu nanoparticles since it is followed by a main copper deposition
peak (Figure 4.6 (a), inset 3) related to growth of larger copper crystals. Interest-
ingly, at this stage the previously-formed nanocrystals start dissolving, presumably
in an Ostwald ripening-type process (Figure 4.6 (a), inset 3, channel’s periphery).
It has been previously shown [240] that the α-peak can be assigned to underpoten-
tial deposition of Cu nanocrystals. Upon reversal of the potential sweep, copper
is stripped from the working electrode in a series of anodic peaks, leaving Gr win-
dows empty again (Figure 4.6 (a), inset 4). To ascertain the chemical composition
of the observed deposits, we performed EDS mapping of microchannels, following
application of cathodic and anodic potentials. As Figure 4.6 (b) confirms, a large
microparticle that was grown during deposition is made of copper. It dissolves dur-
ing stripping, leaving behind a copper sulfate solution with a much weaker EDS-Cu
signal. This model system demonstrates the usefulness of the MCA approach in
studying electrochemical processes in situ.
4.5.2 Beam induced crystal growth
Another illustration of MCA usage is the investigation of the complex process
of electron beam induced precipitation during SEM studies in liquid solutions. For
this experiment, the MCA was filled with a saturated aqueous solution of CsI, and
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its front-side Gr electrode was grounded. While solution below the Gr membrane
was stable in a vacuum, high-beam-current SEM imaging of the sample led to precip-
itation of cubic crystals inside the channels, as illustrated in Figure 4.7 (a-c). Most
of the crystals were observed to nucleate at the microchannel walls (Figure 4.7 (a)),
and only few grew on the Gr membrane itself. This observation can be explained
by two factors: higher density of nucleation sites on the walls, and enhanced yield
of SEs from the thick solid walls as compared to the liquid electrolyte and thin Gr
membrane. After thermalization, the solvated electrons must be co-reactants in the
crystal growth, as without irradiation no crystallization occurs. This fact rules out
the possibility of precipitation due to simple water evaporation in a vacuum (i.e.
leaky channels). Deposition and dissolution of metals (Au, Ag, Pt) and colloidal
particles under electron beam irradiation has been reported previously by multiple
groups. [241–245] However, only one paper, to our knowledge, has reported a beam-
induced synthesis of inorganic salt crystals: Na2S2O8 was decomposed under the
beam into Na2SO4, and the latter precipitated due to its lower solubility in water.
In our experiments, EDS mapping of the grown crystals clearly shows that they con-
tain cesium and iodine, and not gold (Figure 4.7 (d)) despite that the gold coating
slowly corrodes at the perimeter of the channels and Au3+ ions must be present in
solution (3I2 +2Au→ 2AuI3, see below). Several inorganic salts (CsIOn, n = 2,3,4)
can form as a reaction with water radiolysis products and CsI according to:
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2H2O − 2e−
e-beam−−−−→ H2O2 + 2H+
2I− − 2e− e-beam−−−−→ I2




e-beam−−−−→ CsIOn + nH2 ↑ (4.15)
The CsIOn iodates (which are also cubic, as are CsI and gold) are less soluble
in water than CsI, and should readily precipitate, if formed. However, as follows
from eq. 4.15, their synthesis must be accompanied by release of large amount
of molecular hydrogen. Simple estimates based on the crystal size (from Figure
4.7 (a-c)), hydrogen solubility in saturated CsI solution (Sechenov coefficients) and
amount of released hydrogen show that large hydrogen bubbles must be formed
during CsIOn growth a phenomenon that is not observed. Thus, we conclude that
the growing crystals must be made of pristine cesium iodide. The mechanism of their
precipitation from solution must necessarily be different from the growth of noble
metal crystals and Na2SO4 (electrochemical reduction of precursor) and colloidal
particle aggregation (alteration of zeta potential that determines their stability in
solution). CsI is a strong electrolyte that does not form colloidal solutions. It is
also clear that its composition is not changed during crystallization.
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Figure 4.6: Copper electroplating and stripping: individual cells FOV.
(a) Cyclic voltammogram of Cu deposition and stripping at the graphene
electrode in ≈1 mol/L aqueous CuSO4 electrolyte. The voltammogram
was obtained at 1 mV/s scanning rate; potential was swept from positive
to negative polarity and back. Platinum was used as a pseudo-reference
electrode. (b) SEM images and corresponding EDS Cu maps showing
deposition and stripping of a copper particle.
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Figure 4.7: Cesium iodide crystal growth: individual cells FOV. (a-c)
Consecutive screen shots from SEM video of the beam-induced nucle-
ation and growth process of two CsI crystals from saturated aqueous
solution. Although crystals originally nucleate at the wall, at later
stages (panel c) they become disconnected from it due to partial dis-
solution. Beam energy was 15 keV. The scale bar is 1 micrometer. (d)
The SEM image (gray) and EDS maps (colored) of gold, iodine, and
cesium recorded from a region with grown CsI crystals. Channels are
of the same size as in (a). (e) Crystal area vs. time curves extracted
from videos demonstrates nearly linear dependency. The yellow curve
interrupts twice for periods when the beam was blanked. Interestingly,
the crystal size neither increases, nor decreases during these periods.
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Thus, the CsI precipitation from solution must be determined by the change
in the activity coefficients of Cs+ and I− ions due to alteration of the ionic strength
of the solution by the water radiolysis products. The main steady-state water ra-
diation products are hydrogen gas, hydrogen peroxide and protons. Hydrogen is a
strong reduction agent. It cannot significantly influence the solubility of CsI, as it
can neither reduce this salt, nor change the solution ionic strength (not being an ion
itself). Hydrogen peroxide is an oxidizer and, being a good solvent similar to water;
it is unlikely it may decrease the solubility of CsI. Conversely, solvated protons are
ions that can significantly alter the ionic strength of the solution, and, through that,
change the CsI solubility. Note, that low pH typically increases solubility of inor-
ganic compounds (e.g. insoluble carbonates, sulfides, phosphates, hydroxides, etc.).
Hence, the most plausible mechanism that can account for the crystal precipitation,
growth and dissolution is the complex dynamics of local ionic strength of the solu-
tion mostly caused by solvated protons. Depending on the radiation dose, initial CsI
concentration, and channel geometry (which limits diffusion), the radiation products
shift the local chemical equilibrium favoring nucleation, growth or dissolution of the
CsI crystals at different locations and times. Elucidation of the exact mechanism
of this process would require solving a system of radiolysis reaction-diffusion equa-
tions under scanning beam excitation and specific geometry as well as extension of
Debye-Huckel theory [246] to saturated CsI electrolyte. This, however, is outside
the scope of the present work. As a concluding remark, we note that the rate of CsI
crystal growth is almost linear and depends on the beam energy and current (Figure
4.7 (e)). The crystals have a clear non-dendritic shape and stop growing when the
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electron beam is blanked (yellow curve, Figure 4.7 (e)). It is also noteworthy that
the growing fronts of two adjacent crystals merge as they grow (Figure 4.7 (b-c))
and are not repelled due to precursor depletion as was observed for metallic particles
before. Taken together, all these observations suggest a kinetic-limited adsorption,
rather than diffusion-limited growth mechanism.
4.6 Combinatorial SEM studies
Similar to the microarray bioassays approach, the platform enables combina-
torial/comparative SEM analysis of different liquid analytes simultaneously present
in the MCA matrix (Figure 4.8 (a)). Here, three sections of an MCA sample were
filled with water and solution of NaBr and LiBr. SEM imaging of all 3 sample
sectors under the same conditions and detector settings allows for their direct and
quantitative comparison. After identifying individual cells in each of the images
(Figures 4.8 (b-d)) with an image recognition algorithm, we calculated mean signal
intensity within the boundaries of each cell and plotted histograms of these mean
cell intensities. Regions filled with water and NaBr electrolyte have very few empty
or broken cells, and their histograms have one maximum at 100–104 units (Figure
4.8 (b,d)), whereas the LiBr histogram (Figure 4.8 (c)) breaks into two distinct
distributions: empty cells with a maximum around 72 units and filled cells with a
maximum around 97 units. Note, that a direct quantitative comparison of the gray
scale values maxima: 97 units for LiBr, 100 units for water and 104 units for NaBr
allows for prompt discrimination between different analytes using SEM images.
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Figure 4.8: An example of combinatorial SEM imaging (Eb = 5 keV)
using MCA platform. Three section of the bilayer graphene MCA sam-
ple were filled with water and 1 mol/L solutions of LiBr and NaBr and
imaged with E-T detector under the same contrast brightness settings.
(a) Schematic of the MCA sample with colored regions filled with differ-
ent electrolytes. (b-d) SEM images and cell histograms of each region.
Histograms show distribution of number of cells with a given mean cell
signal intensity. Note, that the gold-coated matrix GSV of the images
were excluded from analysis and not reflected in the histograms.
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4.7 Summary
In summary, we have fabricated a novel sample platform for SEM experiments
in liquids, which is based on a Gr-capped ordered array of microcapsules filled with
liquid analyte(s). This array can retain liquid samples for more than 5 hours under
HV, which is sufficient for routine electron imaging and spectroscopy experiments.
Table 4.1 summarizes the ambient pressure EMS techniques enabled in a liquid cell
MCA platform. We show that high electron transparency and mechanical strength
of the bilayer Gr allow high resolution SEM imaging (including low voltage SEM),
Auger and EDS spectroscopies to be done on samples of practical importance, such
as water and other electrolytes. Typical experiments, such as electrochemical plat-
ing and crystal growth, were demonstrated as examples. Moreover, because the
MCA platform is composed of a lattice of identical microcapsules, it can be used in
conjunction with powerful statistical analysis, data mining, and pattern recognition
methods. The latter allows for the study of the complex spectro-temporal and spa-
tiotemporal behaviors at liquid-solid interfaces. Finally, this platform is not limited
to SEM metrology but can be used in laboratory stand-alone or synchrotron based
XPS, [247] PEEM, [109] and low energy electron microscopy (LEEM) setups.
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• Nanoscale SEM microscopy/EDS spec-
troscopy in liquids;
• Lifetime analysis of MCA liquid samples
based on SEM sensitivity to empty/liquid
cell and statistical approach;
• Radiolysis studies;
• Characterization of electrochemical reac-
tions: particle nucleation, agglomeration,
and dissolution;
• Studies of electron beam induced crystal
growth;
• Comparative analysis based on SE yield






• Surface/interface sensitive spectroscopy of
liquid samples;
• Quantification of the signal attenuation in
the Gr membrane
Figure 4.4
PEEM Spatially resolved XAS studies of liquid samples Figure 4.5
XPS Wide field of view spectroscopy (>100 µm) Outlook
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Chapter 5: Effects of oxidation and charging rate
on Li plating at carbon anodes of all-
solid-state batteries
Li metal is the preferred anode material for all-solid-state Li batteries due to its
high theoretical capacity and low voltage vs. standard hydrogen electrode. However,
stable plating and stripping of Li metal in contact with a solid electrolyte at high
current density (>10 mA/cm2) remains a significant challenge due to formation of
highly non-uniform morphology and penetration of the electrolyte by metallic Li
filaments. To better understand the fundamental mechanism of Li metal plating,
we use operando electron microscopy and Auger spectroscopy to probe nucleation,
growth, and stripping of Li metal during electrochemical cycling of a solid-state
Li battery as a function of current density and oxygen pressure. We find a linear
correlation between the nucleation density of lithium clusters and the charging rate,
which agrees with a classical thin film nucleation and growth model. Following
nucleation, Li growth proceeds in the form of nanowires (NWs), a process promoted
by the formation of a thin lithium oxide shell on the surface of the metallic Li by
reaction with residual oxidizing gases in UHV. Surprisingly, we find that increasing
partial pressure of O2 to ∼ 10−5 Pa causes Li plating to proceed mostly by nucleation
of new 3D clusters, thus turning a mostly out-of-plane nanowire growth mode into
an in-plane growth mode. This chapter is adapted from Ref. [248]
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5.1 Motivation
Li metal is an attractive anode material for SSLIBs due to its high theo-
retical capacity (3,860 mAhg−1) and low voltage vs. standard hydrogen electrode
(- 3.040 V). [249–251] However, stable plating and stripping of Li metal electrodes
in contact with a solid-state electrolyte (SSE) remains a significant challenge, even
when the Li/SSE interface is thermodynamically or kinetically stabilized. [252,253]
In order to match the energy capacity of a typical Li-ion coin cell, a relatively
thick Li metal film of ∼20µm is needed. [253] Non-uniform plating/stripping of
such thick layer and void formation at the Li/SSE interface can cause failure due
to the severe mechanical strains and increased charge transfer resistance because
of reduced electrode/SSE interface area. [254–256] An additional problem with el-
emental Li anodes is the observed shorting of the cells by metallic Li filaments
growing through grain boundaries of crystalline SSEs. [257] Both issues become
particularly problematic for current densities exceeding ∼1 mA/cm2, which is still
well below the >10 mA/cm2 requirement for portable electronics and electric vehicle
applications. [94] Improvements in plated Li metal morphology and suppression of
dendrite formation at current densities as high as 10 mA/cm2 have recently been
demonstrated in a highly concentrated liquid ether based electrolyte with lithium
bis(fluorosulfonyl)imide salt, illustrating the important role that surface chemistry
can play in the evolution of Li during plating and dissolution. [258] Advances in
controlling Li metal morphology have also been reported for promising garnet SSEs
using a thin amorphous Si or Al2O3 coating to improve the surface wetting character-
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istics resulting in stable cycling for current density as high as 0.2 mA/cm2. [259,260]
Further advances in controlling Li morphology, however, require detailed under-
standing of Li growth mechanism during plating and dissolution, as well as the
effects that the substrate and the surrounding environment (i.e. adsorbates) have
on this process. [101,102,261]
To address this need, we use operando variable pressure SEM and AES to
measure nucleation, growth, and stripping of Li metal anode in a thin film SSLIB
as a function of current density and oxygen partial pressure. Previously, operando
UHV SEM was used retrofitted with an electrical nanomanipulator probe to cap-
ture, in real time, the microstructure evolution of an Al anode during its lithiation
and delithiation reactions. It was also demonstrated how chemical side reactions on
the anode surface and anode/current collector interface profoundly affect battery
capacity retention. [98,99] In Chapter 5, we extend this approach to characterize Li
metal plating and stripping on an ultra-thin carbon electrode deposited on amor-
phous, nitrogen doped LiPON SSE and a lithium cobalt oxide (LiCoO2) cathode.
Our observations reveal a linear correlation between the nucleation density of lithium
clusters and the charging rate, which agrees well with the classical 2D model of nucle-
ation and growth. Surprisingly, the morphology of metallic Li deposition drastically
changes from in-plane growth mode to out-of-plane whisker-like growth once the
oxygen pressure in UHV chamber increases from ∼ 10−7 Pa to ∼ 10−6 Pa. However,
the in-plane Li growth mode is again recovered once the oxygen pressure further
rises to 10−5 Pa.
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5.2 All-solid-state battery fabrication
The structure of the battery and the experimental set-up are illustrated in
Figure 5.1. Arrays of SSLIBs are fabricated on a Si (001) wafer covered with a
100 nm thermal SiO2. A 90 nm Pt/30 nm Ti current collector is deposited using an
electron beam evaporation followed by a 345 nm thick LiCoO2 cathode deposited
by radio frequency sputtering using previously described conditions. [262] Following
deposition, the LiCoO2 is annealed in O2 atmosphere at 700
◦C for 2 hours to form
the high-temperature phase. A 340 nm thick LiPON electrolyte layer is sputtered on
top of the cathode layer. Next, an array of amorphous carbon anodes with thickness
of ≈35 nm is evaporated through a stencil mask with diameter of 0.51 mm. Then
≈210 nm thick Al pads have been evaporated through the same shadow mask but
with a significant offset to leave most of the carbon anode surface exposed. The Al
pads are used to make electrical contact to the carbon anodes.
All operando measurements are carried out in a UHV-SEM system with a base
pressure of 10−7 Pa which has been previously described in Ref. [98] Electrochemical
charging and discharging of the SSLIBs are carried out using a commercial current
voltage source measure unit in a 2-electrode configuration with the cathode serving
as the working electrode and the anode as the counter and reference electrode.
Characterization of pristine carbon anodes using Raman spectroscopy and HRTEM
shows that the thin carbon films are amorphous, without pores, and composed of
2 nm to 5 nm diameter fullerene-like clusters (Figure 5.2 (a,c)). Electron diffraction
also indicates short range ordering typical for amorphous carbons (Figure 5.2 (c)).
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XPS reveals preferentially sp3 bonding of carbon atoms in the films (Figure 5.2 (d)).
Low-loss and core loss electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) analyses support
the dominance of the sp3 bonding at the surface. In low-loss EELS, the bulk plasmon
is observed at 28 eV energy loss, suggesting that the sp3/sp2 ratio is ∼1.5. [263] In
core loss EELS, the net C K-edge at 284 eV energy loss reveals a barely visible π∗-
peak at about 289 eV followed by a broader dominating σ∗-peak at 300 eV energy loss
(Figure 5.2 (e,f)). The significant presence of the C-O and carbonyl groups can also
be observed at the surface. Finally, EDS shows a very low oxygen bulk concentration,
likely originating from carbonyl, carboxyl, and hydroxyl groups adsorbed by carbon,
presumably, during the sample exposure to ambient air.
Figure 5.1: (Left) Schematic of experimental setup used to cycle the
all-solid-state batteries in an SEM with controlled concentration of O2.
The grounded tungsten (W) tip is used to contact the C-Al anode. A
potential is applied to the Pt-Ti current collector electrode to charge/
discharge the electrochemical cell. (Right) Real color optical image of
C-Al anode in a representative device.
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Figure 5.2: Carbon anode characterization. (a) Raman spectra obtained
from a 35 nm C film e-beam evaporated onto a Si substrate (black) and
a pristine Si substrate (blue). (b) EDS spectrum of a suspended C film.
Cu residual peaks are due to a metal frame supporting C film. (c) In-
plane HRTEM image (left) shows homogenous featureless C film with
no pores composed of 2 nm to 5 nm diameter fullerene-like clusters. The
SAED pattern (right) displays two broad rings with interatomic spacing
of 0.12 nm and 0.22 nm, respectively, indicating short range ordering
typical for amorphous carbons. (d) XPS signal acquired from a 35 nm C
film. C1s is fitted after Shirley background subtraction. (e) Low-loss and
(f) core loss EELS of a suspended carbon anode film. The black curve in
(e) denotes an original spectral intensity with the bulk plasmon at 28 eV
energy loss. The single scattering distribution derived by a Fourier-log
deconvolution of the original spectrum [264] is shown in red.
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5.3 Operando characterization of battery performance
The nucleation, growth, and dissolution of Li nanowires on the carbon anode
at constant current density of 0.1 mA/cm2 are shown in Figure 5.3. Formation of
metallic Li nuclei visible in the SEM (Figure 5.3 (b)) occurs at ≈4 V cell potential,
which is also seen as a ‘kink’ in the potential versus time curve (Figure 5.3 (g)).
Following the nucleation stage, Li clusters grow out-of-plane, forming Li nanowires
(Figure 5.3 (c)), which rapidly populate the entire C pad surface. Interestingly, the
growth behavior of Li NWs changes from vertical out-of-plane elongation to lateral
growth (increasing diameter) if they contact the carbon anode surface along their
length, such as due to bending. Examples of this change in growth mode are high-
lighted by white dashed contours in Figures 5.3 (c-e) and illustrated schematically in
Figure 5.3 (h): two initially separated Li NWs (Figure 5.3 (c) merge together after
attaching to the C anode along the whole NW length. For out-of-plane NW growth,
Li is supplied exclusively through the NW base/C-anode interface. However, if a
NW leans and physically contacts the substrate along its long axis, it begins to
expand its diameter through a newly formed interface supplied with Li atoms. It
is important to note that upon discharging almost all Li NWs and clusters undergo
dissolution leaving only characteristic bright sheaths composed of lithium oxides,
hydroxides or carbonates (Figure 5.3 (f)) on the C pad.
Before considering the growth mechanism of Li nanowires, we discuss how
the nucleation density of plated Li clusters depends on the charging current den-
sity. Figure 5.4 (a) shows the areal density of Li clusters versus the state-of-charge
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Figure 5.3: Operando imaging Li nucleation and growth at 0.1 mA/cm2.
Operando SEM micrographs showing (a) pristine carbon surface, (b) the
initial nucleation of Li deposits at ≈4 V, (c) out-of-plane growth of free-
standing Li NWs, (d) coalescence of in-plane Li NWs, (e) Li deposits at
4.6 V, and (f) the carbon surface at 2.45 V after Li was stripped. The
regions highlighted by the white dashed contours indicate the Li NWs
that grow initially out-of-plane (free standing) and eventually in-plane
reclined at the substrate. (g) Galvanostatic charging/discharging curve.
The color-coded arrows depict the time when each SEM image was ac-
quired. (h) Schematic depicting in- and out-of-plane growth direction of
the Li NWs.
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for different current densities of 0.026 mA/cm2, 0.08 mA/cm2, 0.17 mA/cm2, and
0.26 mA/cm2. The nucleation density is estimated using corresponding SEM im-
ages in Figure 5.5. Independently of charging rate, the Li nucleation initiates at
≈ 2.5×10−4 C and ≈4 V, which corresponds to oversaturation regime of C anode (Li
concentration >100%, assuming a C6Li stoichiometry) (Figure 5.4 (b)). The num-
ber of Li clusters grows rapidly until it reaches a steady state where no new clusters
appear, indicating that lithium transported from cathode to anode contribute pre-
dominantly to cluster growth rather nucleation. The nucleation density at a steady
state increases linearly with a current density (Figure 5.4, inset).
In order to quantify the Li nucleation kinetics in our experiment, we adopted a
classical thin film nucleation and growth model (see reviews [265,266] and references
therein). According to this model, guest atoms deposited onto the host substrate
form either continuous film or discontinuous nanostructures depending on thermo-
dynamic and kinetic parameters. By analogy with this model, Li-ions are driven
from the cathode through SSE to C anode during battery charging and become
reduced to metallic form at the anode. Upon oversaturation of the carbon anode,
atoms of metallic lithium laterally diffuse both inside C anode and at C-vacuum
interface, forming Li clusters, which further grow as nanoparticles. The SE yield
of metallic lithium is lower compared to one from C anode, [192, 267] resulting in
corresponding contrast difference in images Figure 5.3 (a-f). Following the close
analogy between electrochemical Li plating and film growth by physical vapor de-
position, the nucleation density of Li clusters, N , at a steady state in vacuum can
be expressed by:
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Figure 5.4: Dependence of the Li cluster nucleation density on a cur-
rent rate. (a) Nucleation density and (b) potential as a function of the
battery state-of-charge for 0.026 mA/cm2 (red), 0.08 mA/cm2 (orange),
0.168 mA/cm2 (green), and 0.26 mA/cm2 (blue), respectively. Gray lines
in (a) serve as a guide to the eye. The inset in (b) depicts the nucleation
density behavior, N , versus the charging current at a steady state. The
error bars correspond to an uncertainty of nucleation pattern recognition
at the boarders of the SEM field of view.
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Figure 5.5: SEM images showing the Li nucleation density evolution for
charging rates of (a-c) 0.026 mA/cm2 (red), (d-f) 0.08 mA/cm2 (orange),









where J,D, and z stand for the current (flux of Li atoms), surface diffusion co-
efficient, and a minimal number of atoms in a thermodynamically stable cluster.
Usually, the critical nucleus consists of a few hundred atoms [268] and, therefore,
the nucleation density is approximately linearly proportional to the current at a
constant diffusion coefficient. This dependence is observed in our experimental data
(see inset in Figure 5.4 (b)), validating the applicability of this approach to our
system.
As we indicated earlier, the Li nanowires are covered by a thin oxide/hydroxide
layer. To gain better understanding of how this oxide develops, we use operando AES
to monitor OKLL and CKLL signal evolution during battery cycling at 4.7×10−7 Pa.
The region of the signal acquisition and AES spectrum from a pristine C-anode
are shown in Figure 5.6 (a) and (b), respectively. The AES spectrum indicates
the presence of CKLL and OKLL peaks only, with no other elements present in
detectable concentrations. AES spectra are acquired from different representative
regions to avoid e-beam induced effects on oxidation. During the first cycle at
0.13 mA/cm2 charging current density, the intensity ratio OKLL/CKLL increases
from 0.3 to 3.5, suggesting lithium cluster oxidation by gaseous and/or pre-adsorbed
oxidative species. Interestingly, the comparison of AES spectra acquired from Li
clusters and lithiated carbon regions manifests higher degree of oxidation of lithiated
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carbon rather than pristine Li deposits (Figure 5.6 (e-f)). This could be due to
higher concentration of pre-adsorbed oxygen in the amorphous carbon compared to
metallic Li particles.
Figure 5.6: Operando AES of Li plating. (a) SEM image of the pristine
battery with C anode before charging. The orange box shows the region
where AES signal was obtained. (b) AES spectrum from the pristine
battery with C anode. (c) Evolution of O to C ratio of Auger peaks
obtained from C anode during battery operation. Error bars correspond
to the level of AES background noise. (d) C and O AES peak evolution
during battery charging. CKLL (e) and OKLL (f) AES spectra acquired
from Li cluster and lithiated C anode at ≈4 V. Insets depict the corre-
sponding regions where AES signals were collected.
Because Li is highly reactive, any oxygen containing species from the ambient
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will form lithium oxide or hydroxides on the metallic cluster surface. To elucidate
how the partial pressure of oxygen affects Li growth, we characterize Li plating as a
function of oxygen pressure in the range of 5×10−7 Pa to 5×10−5 Pa. SEM images in
Figure 5.7 (a-c) depict the Li particles plated at 0.77 mA/cm2 current density under
5.7×10−7 Pa, 5.7×10−6 Pa, and 4.8×10−5 Pa oxygen pressure, respectively. The out-
of-plane Li NW growth is observed only at the intermediate O2 partial pressure
range (Figure 5.7 (b)), whereas at lower partial pressure Li growth proceeds by
cluster nucleation/ripening (Figure 5.7 (a)) and at higher pressure growth proceeds
by constant cluster nucleation. Comparing nucleation density of Li deposits at
5.7×10−7 Pa and 4.8×10−5 Pa results in (i) three-fold increase of nucleation density
due to thicker lithium oxide shell formation. This is supported by SEM contrast
inversion due to increased charging of oxidized Li nanostructures under an e-beam
exposure (Figure 5.7 (c)). Our proposed mechanism of the oxidation effect on Li
deposit morphology surmises that metallic lithium possessing the body-centered
cubic (BCC) crystal structure nucleates and grows as 3D microparticles at carbon
anode-vacuum interface under UHV conditions (Figure 5.7 (d)). The characteristic
faceting observed for each Li particle in Figure 5.7 (a) supports the crystalline
nature of the metallic nanostructures. However, the SEM image in Figure 5.7 (b)
shows that a sheath forms around the metallic lithium core under low concentration
of oxygen traces. In our picture for lithium oxide sheath formation, we posit a
commensurate flux of Li and O to the surface for the formation of stable lithium
oxide surfaces. For a pressure of 5.7×10−6 Pa, the O flux rate is, 4.8×1013 (s· cm2)−1,
which is 100 times smaller than the Li current J . However, only a fraction of
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the intercalated Li nucleates at the surface. Assuming that surface nucleation is
thermally activated, we have
dNsurface
dt
= ν ·Nsubsurface · e
−Ea
kBT , where ν is the attempt
frequency kBT
h
≈ 1013 s−1, Ea is the activation energy of Li atoms to reach the
surface, Nsurface, and Nsubsurface are the 2D Li densities immediately on and below
the surface, respectively. The time scale for the measurement ensures that the
volume density reaches approximately steady state, soNsubsurface is given by Jt(a/d),
where a is the lattice constant, d is the graphite layer thickness, and t is time. We
find that the surface nucleation rate is close to the O impinging rate for Ea =0.9 eV.
This activation energy can be compared to the surface energy at the surface of
lithium oxide because both indicate the energy cost of breaking atomic bonds in the
bulk compared with forming bonds. The surface energy of lithium oxide is computed
to be 1.2 eV/a2 to 1.3 eV/a2, [269] where a is the in-plane lattice constant of the
low energy (111) surface of Li2O. The presence of a stable sheath passivates the
surface from rapid bulk oxidation and inhibits lateral diffusion [270,271] due to high
activation energy. Therefore, the volume expansion during charging can only occur
through the out-of-plane elongation resulting in 1D growth (Figure 5.7 (e)). Similar
considerations have been proposed for oxygen assisted growth of Si nanowires. [272]
Additionally, the mechanical response of lithium oxide nanowires indicates that they
are highly ductile. [273] As the Li nanowires grow, any newly emerged Li surface at
the NW footprint gets immediately oxidized, thus forcing one-dimensional growth.
At higher oxygen partial pressure, a thick and mechanically robust oxide shell is
formed around each cluster (Figure 5.7 (f)) and the Li current contributes mostly to
nucleation of new Li nanostructures rather than to growth of the pre-existing ones.
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To describe the changes in nucleation density in the presence of oxygen, we
extend the 2D model of Li nucleation and growth by considering the second species
(O) diffusing across the carbon anode. Following the atomistic nucleation formalism
for oxygen and lithium atoms, we modify eq. 5.1 using the generalized formula for
two species:






where P , σLi, σO, z, and k represent the oxygen pressure, capture numbers of clusters
to absorb Li or O adatoms, and a minimal number of Li and O atoms in a stable
cluster, respectively. For negligible amount of oxygen, P≈0 and k≈0, the expression
5.2 reduces to eq. 5.1. In case of significant oxygen flux, a critical cluster can
comprise only a few atoms, and dependence of N on Li current and oxygen pressure
becomes sublinear supporting semi-quantitatively the experimental results.
Grazing angle SEM imaging of Li plating (Figure 5.8) supports the root-growth
mechanism of out-of-plane Li deposits. Using the kink in the Li NW as a fiducial
point, one can notice that the growth occurs at the Li nanostructure-C interface,
pushing the whole NW in direction normal to the C-anode plane. In addition,
comparison of high tilt angle SEM micrographs of Li NWs with the shells left after
discharge (Figure 5.9), suggests that the oxide sheath is a few tens of nanometer
thick. Upon discharging, the SEM image illustrates the void formation in the middle
of NWs due to metallic Li dissolution, leaving only the sheaths at the C-anode.
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Figure 5.7: Effect of oxygen pressure on Li plating morphology. (a-c)
SEM images of Li plated at 5.7×10−7 Pa, 5.7×10−6 Pa, and 4.8×10−5 Pa
residual O pressure, respectively; 0.77 mA/cm2 current density. (d-f)
Schematics showing the Li nucleation and growth for the images pre-
sented in (a-c). In the presence of oxygen, a lithium oxide sheath is
developed.
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Figure 5.8: Cross-section SEM images of the Li plating, showing a root
growth behavior. The SEM images depict (a) the pristine battery, (b)
nucleation of the Li deposits, (c-d) Li NW growth.
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Finally, we briefly discuss the effects of e-beam irradiation during Li plating
experiments. The e-beam can appreciably increase the Li oxidation rate, resulting in
corresponding changes in nucleation density and morphology of Li deposits. Figure
5.10 (a) and (b) depict the SEM images obtained after Li is plated at 5.73×10−6 Pa
and 4.8×10−5 Pa oxygen pressures, respectively. The rectangle regions in both mi-
crographs were exposed to e-beam during cycling, resulting in changes of both nucle-
ation density and Li cluster morphology compared to unexposed regions. In case of
battery charging at 5.7×10−6 Pa residual pressure, the region exposed to the e-beam
demonstrates suppression of Li NWs. However, lithium deposition at 4.8×10−5 Pa
under e-beam radiation shows higher nucleation density than one without the e-
beam exposure. Moreover, the SEM images (Figure 5.10 (a) and (b)) depict that
C-anode regions of ≈5µm near the perimeter of exposed areas are depleted in Li par-
ticles, suggesting the unidirectional Li transport and trapping at irradiated zones.
Our results suggest that the e-beam radiation locally increases oxidation kinetics
due to e-beam induced oxygen dissociation. [274] The observed phenomenon can be
used to control the degree of oxidation and morphology variation of Li deposits with
high spatial resolution.
5.4 Summary
In summary, we used operando SEM to investigate Li plating in a thin film solid
state battery and the effects of O2 partial pressure on the metallic Li morphology. At
the lowest O2 partial pressure of ∼ 10−7 Pa, Li plating proceeds by classic nucleation
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Figure 5.9: Cross-section SEM image of the sample, showing Li NWs
during battery charging and discharging. Upon discharging, voids are
formed in the middle of NWs due to metallic Li dissolution, leaving only
the sheaths at the C-anode.
Figure 5.10: E-beam induced effects increase oxidation rates. The bat-
tery is charged at (a) 5.73×10−6 Pa and (b) 4.8×10−5 Pa. Orange dashed
boxes show the regions exposed to the e-beam during battery cycling.
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growth that produces planar deposits. At intermediate O2 partial pressure of ∼
10−6 Pa, the oxide sheath formed around the growing Li nanostructures leads to
nanowire growth, while at still higher pressure of ∼ 10−5 Pa, the thicker oxide shell
prevents Li growth beyond nucleation, leading again to planar deposits. Our results
demonstrate the sensitivity of Li plating to reactive impurities and the usefulness
of operando SEM for characterizing solid state electrochemical processes.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions and Outlook
In conclusion, we demonstrated a series of novel opportunities for in situ/
operando characterization of liquid and reactive samples using electron microscopy
and spectroscopy methods. Our approach implements carbon-based membranes and
anodes such as Gr, GO, and amorphous C, which offer minimal inelastic scattering
of electrons due to their nanometer-scale thickness and low atomic number. Because
of high electron transparency and mechanical/chemical stability of these materials,
we were able to image and collect electron spectra from samples of interest capped
with those membranes.
We developed and tested the encapsulation method based on self-assembling
GO membranes. We proved that a wide range of solid, liquid, gaseous micro- and
mesoscopic samples can be reliably adhered to a variety of substrates and encap-
sulated with an electron and optically transparent GO membranes using a simple
drop casting method. We showed that the GO film thickness can be properly ad-
justed by varying the concentration of GO colloid solution and/or size of droplets.
Depending on topography and hydrophobic properties of substrates, the ultimate
encapsulation can exhibit different behavior such as covering, wrapping, and com-
plete isolation of objects. The electron and optical transparency of GO films enabled
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SEM/STEM imaging and EDS, AES, Raman, fluorescence spectroscopies of encap-
sulated objects. The proposed method of sample encapsulation with GO mem-
branes can find broad applications in X-ray microtomography, flame photometry,
mass-spectroscopy, micro-fluidic devices, histology, and forensics.
We proposed and tested the new technique of CVD-grown Gr transfer based
on an anthracene sacrificial layer. After the transfer, the anthracene film sublimed
at temperatures above 100 ◦C, releasing Gr. We quantified the cleanliness of the
Gr using LVSEM, XPS, and TEM. The direct comparison with the commonly used
methods such as the IPA assisted transfer and one based on a PMMA layer verified
the advantages of our approach. For example, TEM analysis reveals the reduction of
the contaminant density by 1 order of magnitude on Gr transferred using anthracene
compared to the PMMA method. We envision that a novel Gr transfer procedure
paves the way for integrating Gr with sensitive devices where exposure of the sample
to moisture is prohibited, e.g. battery research.
We designed and characterized a platform made of thousands of identical iso-
lated micro-containers capped with a Gr membrane for EMS characterization of
liquid samples. The proposed platform enables wide FOV EMS including PEEM
and conventional XPS. The liquid sample lifetime measurements confirmed that the
time when the number of liquid cells halves under vacuum conditions is ≈ 2.7 h,
which is sufficient to perform comprehensive EMS characterization of a liquid sam-
ple. Both EDS and AES data collected from a water sample demonstrated unique
capabilities of the platform to realize electron spectroscopy in liquids. Finally, the
MCA platform opens a new horizon for combinatorial analysis of different samples
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under the same EMS conditions.
The last chapter provided both qualitative and quantitative findings on the
effects of oxidation and charging rates on a lithium plating morphology at C anodes
in SSLIBs. Operando SEM and AES results indicated that even under UHV con-
ditions, cycling of SSLIB resulted in significant Li oxidation at the battery anode.
We employed the 2D nucleation and growth model to describe the linear depen-
dence of Li nucleation density versus charging current. The conducted experiments
supported the proposed theoretical assumption. We experimentally defined the nar-
row range of oxygen gas pressure (∼ 10−6 Pa) that promotes out-of-plane NW-like
growth of Li deposits during SSLIB cycling. Our results will help provide deeper
insights into capacity loss mechanisms and define the risk-free parameter space for
reliable SSLIB operation.
The future work would be to elucidate the details of Li-ion transport at
anode-SSE interfaces during battery cycling. For that, we propose implementing
graphene as an electron transparent anode for SSLIBs. This approach would al-
low for operando characterization of Gr-SSE interface using spatially resolved EMS
analysis through the Gr anode. The main technical challenge would be to fabricate
the proposed electrochemical cell because most SSEs (e.g. LiPON) are moister sen-
sitive. Thus, a dry method of graphene transfer is required. The anthracene based
method proposed and tested in Chapter 3 can overcome the processing challenges
to obtain the graphene anode. In addition, the conformal coverage and, therefore,
reliable electric contact between graphene and SSE would be a must. The prelimi-
nary results of this approach are shown in Figure 6.1. We fabricated a SSLIB made
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of LiCoO2 as a cathode, LiPON as a SSE, and Gr as an anode. The graphene
was transferred using capillary effect of toluene, which should be chemically inert
to LiPON. The sequence of SEM images in Figure 6.1 depicts the gradual lithia-
tion of the SSLIB at galvanotactic mode (I = 30 nA). Performing EMS through the
Gr can be helpful to reveal the kinetics of Li electrochemical deposition below the
anode. The technical realization of the proposed approach requires further opti-
mization of Gr transfer method to obtain conformal coverage of LiPON electrolyte
with graphene.
Figure 6.1: Operando SEM imaging of the Li deposition in SSLIB
through an electron transparent graphene anode. The SEM images are
collected at 95 s, 110 s, 145 s, 170 s, 250 s, 300 s, and 420 s during
battery charging at 30 nA current.
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Appendix A: Fabrication and characterization procedures
A.1 EMS enabled through the encapsulation of objects by graphene
oxide membranes1
Sample Preparation: GO solution was fabricated according to standard Hum-
mers’ method followed by dispersing in water via sonication to obtain homogeneous
suspension. [44, 45, 123, 148] Different concentrations of the solution (0.02 kg/m3 –
1 kg/m3) were used to tune the thickness of the drop-cast membranes. SiO2/Si
wafers and different metal substrates were employed as solid supports for objects of
interest. To study the effect of wetting on encapsulation dynamics, the surface was
functionalized with a hydrophobic silane. Besides planar substrates, microchannel
arrays made of a boron doped silicate glass were used. Hydrogen bubbles were
produced in GO water solution by electrolysis. A water drop was placed on top of
two copper electrodes, and a DC electrolysis was initiated. PDMS microparticles
were synthesized using microfluidic setup. [149] PDMS microposts were created us-
ing standard photolithography based approach to fabricate elastomeric stamps for
soft lithography. Water fleas (Daphnia) were transferred on a Si substrate with
micropipette from culture liquid. The laboratory strain of E.coli bacteria and grass
pollen were encapsulation by a similar drop casting procedure. All experiments
involving biological samples – Daphnia, E.coli bacteria, and grass pollen - were
conducted at the SIUC campus.
Imaging: An optical microscope and field emission SEM were employed to
observe the encapsulation process and final products. The electron beam energy and
type of an electron detector were varied to gain the desired contrast of encapsulated
objects. Electron trajectory simulations were calculated by means of Monte Carlo
simulation package. [163] For STEM, specimens were placed onto a 50 nm thick
polyimide TEM grid. The latter was mounted on a carbon STEM holder with
Au covered plate facing E-T detector. Electrons transmitted through the sample
produced the image formed by a secondary electron signal scattered from the gold
surface. Therefore, the image could be created concurrently by either conventional
SE1 scattered from the specimen and collected by TTL detector or by transmitted
signal resulting in SE2 and analyzed by E-T detector. Atomic force microscopy
images were obtained in a tapping mode at a scan rate of 0.5 Hz.
Raman Spectroscopy: The Raman spectra were collected using a Raman mi-
1The text is adapted from Ref. [103]
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croscope with a 532 nm excitation laser. Laser power was set to 2 mW. 25 µm slit
aperture and 50× objective were used. The estimated spot size was 2.1 µm.
Auger Spectroscopy: For Auger spectroscopy, the samples were admitted to a
UHV analytical chamber using standard load-lock system. No additional cleaning
or baking procedures were undertaken. Auger electrons were excited by a 3 keV
primary e-beam and collected at takeoff angle close to normal to the sample surface.
Hemispherical electron energy analyzer was set to 100 eV pass energy.
A.2 Anthracene as a sacrificial layer for clean transfer of CVD-grown
graphene2
Sample Preparation: Graphene was obtained using CVD method. Briefly,
125 µm thick copper foil was electropolished in phosphoric acid and annealed at
1065 ◦C under the flow of 2.5% H2 in Ar for 30 min. Then, methane was added
to atmosphere with a gradual increase in concentration up to 40 ppm. Finally, the
sample was cooled down to room temperature. A 14 µm thick film of anthracene
was deposited using thermal evaporation in a test tube evacuated down to 10−3 Pa.
During evaporation, the Gr/Cu sample was maintained at -20 ◦C to minimize the
grain size of the PAH film. The Cu substrate was etched in APS aqueous solution at
40 ◦C and anthracene/Gr stack was two times rinsed in a DI water bath to remove
etchant residues. Finally, the anthracene/Gr was transferred onto the substrate of
interest using a Pt loop. The sample was placed on a hot plate to desorb anthracene
at 120 ◦C. For comparative analysis, a half of the carbon mesh was coated with 10
nm Pt; then, Gr was transferred onto the Pt coated and uncoated region of the
carbon mesh. Cleaning using Pt catalysis was realized on a hot plate at 180 ◦C for
30 min. To perform the second cleaning, the carbon mesh with a suspended Gr was
inserted into the activated C and annealed at 210 ◦C for 90 min.
Sample characterization: Raman spectra were acquired under ambient condi-
tions with a micro-Raman spectrometer equipped with a 514.5 nm (2.41 eV) wave-
length excitation laser and a grating with a 1800 mm−1 pitch, while operating in
180o backscattering geometry. A 50× objective was used to focus the excitation
laser to an approximately 1 µm spot onto the sample with an incident power of
less than 2 mW to avoid local heating effects. Low voltage SEM was implemented
to characterize suspended Gr. The contrast and brightness setting were fixed to
perform measurements under the same imaging conditions.
A.3 Graphene membranes for ambient pressure EMS3
Sample Preparation: Graphene was grown on a Cu foil using a high pressure
modification [40,188] of the commonly used CVD method. As-grown graphene was
transferred onto one side of commercially available glass multichannel arrays using
2The text is adapted from Ref. [107]
3The text is adapted from Ref. [108,109]
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PMMA as a sacrificial layer. [105] Briefly, a 200 nm PMMA film was spin-coated onto
a graphene/Cu stack followed by etching copper in ammonium persulfate solution
(APS) at 40 ◦C for 2 h. Then, the graphene monolayer was rinsed three times in
deionized (DI) water and transferred onto another graphene/Cu foil. After annealing
the sample on a hot plate for 2 h at 180 ◦C, etching in APS and rinsing in DI water
were repeated again. A PMMA/bilayer graphene stack was transferred onto an MCA
consisting of thousands of hollow straight channels with a diameter of 5 µm and 1:80
aspect ratio. Prior to graphene transfer, the MCA front surface was precoated with
200 nm/10 nm Au/Cr film serving as an adhesive layer for graphene and to minimize
substrate charging during the SEM imaging. Then, the sample was annealed on the
hot plate for 2 h at 180 ◦C again. For electrochemical measurements, the inner part
of the channels at the backside of MCA was covered with a 40 nm Pt layer using
ALD. After the transfer, the PMMA was dissolved in an acetone bath at 70 ◦C.
Then, the acetone was gradually substituted with the IPA solution at 80 ◦C and
then with DI water. For studies involving electrolytes, a droplet of the electrolyte
was drop-casted onto the backside of the MCA. After a few minutes required for
establishing concentration equilibrium, the excess of the droplet was removed with a
filter paper and a UV-curable adhesive or liquid metal such as galinstan was applied
to seal the liquid-containing MCA channels. The backside of the sample dedicated
to combinatorial SEM imaging was prepatterned with strips of a hydrophobic layer
before the liquid filling. This prevented cross-contamination between the analytes
during application.
SEM Imaging: The sample was observed using a field emission scanning elec-
tron microscope. An EverhartThornley (E-T) detector sensitive to both SE and
backscattered electrons (BSEs) was employed for SEM imaging. The SEM base
pressure was ≈ 104 Pa. The gray-scale value of the SEM images was linearly propor-
tional to the intensity of scattered and secondary electrons collected by the detector.
For lifetime measurements, the SEM images were obtained at 5 keV and a few tens
pA primary electron beam. For EDS spectroscopy and mapping, the sample was
probed by a 15 keV primary beam.
AES Analysis: The AES analysis was performed at room temperature in an
ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) chamber at a base pressure of ≈ 107 Pa. The AES spectra
were collected at 3 or 5 keV primary electron beam energies and 400 pA current
followed by spectra averaging over 19.6 µm2 area of MCA channels. Radiolysis
effects, such as hydrogen bubble formation, may strongly affect AES spectra collec-
tion. Only those filled channels which did not change their composition during AES
acquisition were used for analysis. The peak-to-peak intensity was deduced from
the differential spectra. To calculate the thicknesses of graphene and water layers,
the attenuation formula [231] and corresponding set of parameters were used.
PEEM Setup: X-ray photoemission electron microscopy (X-PEEM) was con-
ducted at the 10ID-1 SpectroMicroscopy Beamline of the Canadian Light Source
(CLS), a 2.9 GeV synchrotron. The beamline photon energy covers the range from
130 to 2700 eV with an ≈ 1012 s−1 photon flux at the O K-edge (540 eV) and the
beamline exit slit size set at 50 µm × 50 µm. The plane grating monochromator can
deliver a spectral resolution of better than 0.1 eV in the measured energy range, and
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the photon energy scale was calibrated based on samples with known XAS features.
The monochromatic X-ray beam can be focused by an ellipsoidal mirror down to
≈20 µm spot and irradiated on the sample in PEEM at a grazing incidence angle
of 16o. The sample is biased at 20 kV with respect to PEEM objective. FOV image
stacks (sequences) were acquired over a range of photon energies at the O K-edge.
The incident beam intensity was measured by recording the photocurrent from an
Au mesh located in the upstream part of the PEEM beamline and was used to
normalize the PEEM data acquired from the sample ROIs.
A.4 Effects of oxidation and charging rate on Li plating at carbon
anodes of all-solid-state batteries4
Sample Preparation: 100 nm thermal SiO2 was obtained on Si (001) wafer via
thermal oxidation in a furnace tube. Then, a 90 nm Pt/30 nm Ti was deposited
using electron beam evaporation. A 345 nm thick LiCoO2 cathode was sputtered
in nitrogen plasma. The sample then underwent annealing in O2 atmosphere for
2 hours at 700 ◦C to structurize the cathode. A 340 nm thick LiPON electrolyte
film was sputtered on top of the cathode. An array of amorphous C anodes with
thickness of 35 nm was deposited via thermal evaporation through a stencil mask
with 0.51 mm orifices. Finally, 210 nm thick Al pads were deposited through the
same mask with a significant offset.
Sample characterization: All measurements were conducted in UHV-SEM and
AES system operating at 10−7 Pa base pressure. For AES measurements, 500 nA
electron beam current and 100 eV CAE mode of electron energy analyzer were
used. A current voltage source-measure unit with a two-electrode configuration was
implemented to perform battery cycling. A W tip was used to contact Al current
collector to charge/discharge battery. Raman setup equipped with 532 nm laser
and 600 gratings was employed to collect the spectrum. The nucleation density was
estimated based on SEM images. To control O2 pressure in a vacuum chamber, a
needle valve and turbo pump were used to inject the gas and evacuate the chamber,
respectively.
4The text is adapted from Ref. [248]
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